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D. R. Murray; acting
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Both responded, together
and
R. K. McClanaihan,
with
The empty
made ah examination.
poison bottle, the wording of the notes
found In the room and other evidences
proof
contained such unmistakable
that it was a case of
that Judge Murray decided an Inquest
was unnecessary. The body, which
was almost fully clothed, Ray having
on.lv removed his shoes and socks, to
gether with his coat, before going to
bed. was turned over to the Las Vegas
Undertaking company and removed to
the morgue.
WILBUR WRIGHT ASTONISHES
SICK AND DESPONDENT GEORGE
Little Known of Ray
o
NEW YORKERS BY WONDERsixty-twwas
about
man.
dead
The
OF
W. RAY DRINKS OUNCE
old". His har was partially gray
FUL MANEUVERS
years
CARBOLIC ACID
and his features showed he was well
along in. years,. His constitution was
AT WILL
PREMEDITATED racked by rheumatism and dissipation. SOARS ABOUT
DEED
WAS
According to Major Flint, of the Cen
tral hotel, Ray came there on the 11th
POISON
TAKING
HE of last month, and made arrangements MAKES TRIP UP HUDSON RIVER
BEFORE
to stay indefinitely. He worked at his AND BACK WITHOUT HAVING
WROTE NOTES EXPLAIN-- j
A MISHAP
trade, that of a barber, at odd times
ING. REASON FOR ACT
at the Beebler shop, across from the
Commercial , club, although the pro
BRITISH WARSHIP
SUFFERER FROM RHEUMATISM prietor. and employes of this shop knew CIRCLES
little 'about him. Flint was perhaps
as well acquainted with him as any of
BROTHER UN ALBUQUERQUE,
his friends here. .In an interview HUMANITY FLOCKS TO TOPS OF
TALL BUILDINGS TO SEE
PROMINENT BUSINESS MAN,
with an Optic representative yesterday
afternoon he stated that Ray played
AIRSHIP PERFORM
TAKES CHARGE OF BODY
cards' on" Saturday night in the hotel
office with several of the guests, and
New York, Oct 4. Wilbur Wright
Despondent because of domestic seemed In a happy frame of mind. He
troubles and disheartened as a result retired about 10:30 or 11 o'clock, and today made a sensational aeroplane
of continued ill health which incapaci- that was the last seen of him alive. flight over the battleships, ferryboats,
tated him for work, George W. Ray, So far' as Flint knew the dead man yachts and other crafts anchored In
the Hudson river. Rising in the air
a barber who came to Las Vegas on was of regular habits.
However, as
'
the aerodome at Governor's Issuicide
committed
11,
September
others who knew him said that he
sometime late Saturday night at a was addicted to drink and whenever land, Wright turned up North river,
going' as far north as Grant's tomb
room in the Central hotel. He ended he secured any
money these say he and
his life by swallowing the entire con- spent it for liquor.
circling the British cruiser
He started 75 feet above the
tents of an ounce bottle of carbolic
Notes Ho Left
water
the wind but soon rose
against
acid, swallowing the poison as he lay
The notes left by the dead man
in bed.
Death was almost instan were addressed to Major Flint, Mrs. to a helghth of 300 feet Encountering
taneous, as there were no evidences Flint, proprietress of the hotel, and to air currents formed by the smokethat he suffered from convulsions after the undertaker. The note to Major stacks of the vessels, he descended
somewhat He sailed over a distance
"
swallowing the deadly poison, which Flint read:
20 miles in 33 minutes.
is a natural consequence when car"Please send my mail and 'specks' estimated at
As the aeroplane approached the city,
bolic acid is taken.
and clothes brush to my. boy, Wavrea
That the act of Ray was premedi- Ray, Richland, Kansas. Find money roofs became crowded and river craft
endeavored to keep up with the
tated there is no doubt, for he mad 3 for postage In case and oblige.
all.
to
the most deliberate preparations
"Please send my bills to my boj', aviator who outdistanced them
end his life. He racked tip his few with bruehand 'specks'- - and oblls.' He then ..returned down, the Hudson
river, landing at his starting place
clothes, bought the fatal vial of car"GEO. W. RAY."
(Signed)
bolic acid at the O. G. Schaefer drug
The note to Mrs. Flint, was more safely, j
store Saturday afternoon, and Just extended and in It he gave the cause
NO MORE BANQUETS
before he swallowed the poison, wrote for his suicide, and
apologized for
FOR THE PRESIDENT
four notes, which, he placed in en- killing himself in the hotel.; It read:
on
in
laid
stand
a
and
table
velopes
'.. ,
"Mrs. Flint:
New Orleans, Oct. 4. A feast of
his bed room, which by the way, bore . "I ask you to use what
things I
ill replace the
music
and flowers
the unlucky number of 13.
have In room 13, and if you have any
Creole
dishes preand
rich
wonderful
of
GerBody
left please give them to the old
Finding
by haughty Creole chefs, with
pared
resman
the
Montezuma
at
Central
of
David
the
lady
Flint,
Major
which President Taft regaled on his
hotel, discovered the body of the sui- taurant. Am sorry to dothe act, but former visit. The
has
president
cide about 11 o'clock yesterday morn friends and relatives have forsaken
be
rich
foods
asked
that
eliminated,
ing, when he went, to Ray's room to me and I cannot endure the punishto make the
see if it had been cleaned up and the ment any longer I ask you to for- so it has been decided
has been
which
French
season,
opera
'
bed made. It had been customary for give me;
in order to open during the
advanced
"GEO.
RAY.
W.
7
o'clock each
(Signed)
Ray to arise about
president's visit, the piece de resistmorning, and Major Flint presumed "October 3d, 1909."
ance of Mr. Taft's entertainment while
undertakaddressed
to the
The note
that he was already out on the street.
of the city.
Not (for an instant did he suspect any- er, left directions as to the disposition he is a guest
liis
of
body. It read:
thing out of the ordinary Even when
JOURNAL
ALBUQUERQUE
he stepped into the room, the door be"Disposition of My Body.
MADE
OFFICIAL PAPER
"I ask that I be wrapped In one of
ing shut but unlocked, he thought Ray
(Special Dispatch)
He stepped over to my blankets (he had his own bedding)
was, sleeping.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 4. Territorial
the Bed and called to him to get up,
(Continued on Page 6.)
Secretary Nathan Jaffa today desig
end as he did so he noted the disnated the Albuquerque Morning Jourcolored and drawn face and the FEDERAL COTTON REPORT
nal as the official paper of the terrieyes.
glassy stare in the
CAUSES WILD FLUCTUATION tory, vice the iAlbuquerqVe Evening
His suspicions were instantly aroused
Citizen.
and as he placed his hand on the
New York, Oct. 4. The government
man's brow, which had been chilled by cotton
reports issued from Washingdeath, Flint knew Ray was dead. An ton
caused a wild fluctuation
today,
empty vial which bore the label of car- in the cotton market The
report
bolic acid, which was on a chair be- nf iha fAnsna hnrAAii shnwlncr a A a-next
side the bed,
attracted Flint's
fal,ng off m tne cotton
tention and
up the situa-- ! cauf)ed prlcefl to
adyance lg to 2Q
v
tion at a glance.
'points, but crop condition figures,
Notified Doctor and Coroner
which were about as expected, and
Flint lost no time in communl- - mendous realizing sales, caused the The board of trustees of Las
Vegas
eating the news of his startling dis- - market to lose most Of this big
room
in
a
its
session
held
grant
busy
to Dr. C. C. Gordon and Jus- - vance.
in the Plaza hotel building this morning. It is understood that before adjournment, the board will be called
RE-OPEN
upon to take action in the matter of
the forfeiture of the Fred W. Browne
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half-close- d

MAY FORFEIT

ed

FAILURE

FtULLIQNAIRE MAY

contract
This contract was originally made
for one year, the stipulation being for
about 100,000 acres of land at a given
price and terms, the same to be peo
is violating the injunction of this pled with seventy-fiv- e
families wlthlni
court by using state funds to pay off
the depositors of the Columbia Bank
& Trust company at Oklahoma City.
Evidence for Young's citation for contempt of court will be Introduced ate
v
this afternoon. -

Oklahoma City, Oct 4. While the
suspended Columbia Bank & Trust
company is still, in the hands of the
Oklahoma state banking board, It is
understood that it will shortly be
turned over to President Norton and
his associates, among whom are said
to be John T. Stickler, a millionaire
mine owner of Mexico City, and F. A.
McPherson, of the Standard Oil company. The depositors continue to be
paid off with state guaranty funds.
Charge Contempt of Court l !
Guthrie, Okla., Oct 4. It was stat
ed' before Judge Cotteral here today
that State Bank Commissioner Young

CITY BANK

POPE PIUS

'T

BRYAN WILL TOUR
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

RESIDENTS

m.

pro-stic-

i
EVIDENCE

.

son-Fulto- n

In the SON GOES TO PRISON
TO BE NEAR MOTHErt
A. Abbott overruled the motion for a
new trial in the case of fhe territory
Rayville. La., Oct. 4. John White,
versus R. H. Pierce, charged with convicted of robbery and sentenced to
a woman in a room against fvro yeara
iyptJson, states that ha

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct.

4.

district court here Saturday, Judge Ira

her will, and sentenced him to serve
not less than two years and not more
than four years in. the territorial penitentiary. It is understood the case
will be appealed to the supreme court.
Pierce was formerly a prominent
business man, of Alamogordo and is
'
,.
wealthy.
"

EIGHT BALLOONS BEGIN
AN ENDURANCE

St. Louis,' Oct.

4.

FLIGHT

Eight balloons

start this afternoon in a long distance
race, which wlll.be a feature of the

PUBLISHER

USES

HIS

LIFE
OF

ALBERT PULITZER, FOUNDER
NEW YORK JOURNAL, A
SUICIDE
,

New York, Oct 4. Officers of tae
Peary Arctic club held a iueetinhere
FOUR OTHERS INJURED today to pass on the proof offered by
Peary to show that Dr. Cook did not
the North Pole. A statement
reach
WRECKED
SPEEDING MACHINE
will be made public in a few days.
AT CONEY ISLAND BY RECKThe club adopted a resolution of
LESS DRIVING
welcome to Peary and congratulated
him upon reaching the pole on April
6th of this year. It also extends to
RESCUERS WERE MYSTIFIED the officers and men ot the
expedi
tion its thanks and appreciation for
SEARCHED LONG BEFORE THEY the zealous performance of their du
ties.
FOUND FIFTH MEMBER SUSThe crew of the Roosevelt was paid
PENDED IN AIR
off today and given transportation to
Newfoundland.
.
New York, Oct 4. Bystanders dis
tinctly saw five passengers In an auto MILLIONS VISITED NEW
YORK'S BIG CELEBRATION
just before It crashed into a tree
near Coney Island yesterday. When
New York, Oct. 4. A number of
they arrived at the scene of the
wreck, they could find but four, all records were broken during the Hud
of whom were badly injured. A long
It
celebration last week.
search revealed the fifth member of Is estimated that two. million people
the party hanging across a limb high from outside points visited the city,
up in a tree, unconscious but not se- which is a record for any city for any
one event. (The elevated and subway
riously hurt.
roads carried fifteen million people
a record
WEALTHY MAN SENTENCED
during the week, which is also
TO THE PENITENTIARY for handling passengers. '

coinmitte'd the robbery so that he
would be sent to prison, where he
would be near his mother, who is now
serving twenty years for murder.
White says he believes his mother is
Innocent and wished to be near her.
WASHINGTON FORMALLY
WELCOMES DR." COOK

Washington, Oct. 4. Dr. Frederick
A. Cook was formally welcomed by
Washington this morning in thfe Municipal
building, the address being made
by H. B. McFarland, president of the
district board of county commissioners. Dr. Cook was given an ovation
when he arrived at the building.

centennial fcejebr'atlon.
Outside of
the balloon races, today's centennial
program centered about three hundred mayors of American cities, who
are guests of St. Louis for a week. DENVER ENTERTAINING
The mayors met informally this mornRAILWAY COVENTION
ing and discussed the commission plan
of city government.
Denver, Oct 4. With five thousand delegates expected, the AmeriTRIBESMEN DRIVEN BACK
can Street and Inter Urban Railway
BY SPANISH ARTILLERY
association, comprising five subsidiary organizations, convened here toManilla, Oct. 4. Fifteen hundred day for its annual meeting. The
Moors gathered on the heights of Mt.
morning was given over to the registration of delegates.

MAKES

SUSE

Of

DEATH

TAKES POISON IN VIENNA HOTEL
THEN' FIRES BULLET INTO
BRAIN

ILLNESS

PROBABLE

MOTIVE

HAD BEEN DEPRESSED FOR SOME
TIME BECAUSE OF NERVOUS
BREAKDOWN
London, Oct. 4. Albert Pulitzer, a
brother of Joseph Pulitzer, owner of
the New York World and St Louis
and himself the founder
of the New York Journal, committed
suicide today in a hotel at Vienna,
Post-Dispatc-

Austria-Hungar-

Pulitzer had been visiting various
European watering places for some
lime in search of relief from a nervous
breakdown, but as his condition graa-uall- y
grew worse, he became depressed
and it is presumed that in a fit of despondency he took his own life.
He made sure of death, first taking
a dose of poison and then firing a
bullet" from am automatic revolver
through his brain. Death was instantaneous.
s '
To Bring Body Home
New York, Oct. 4. The news of the
auicide in Vienna today, of Albrt-Pulltzer,
founder of the Journal and a
newsnaDer nublisher of national re nu
tation, was a shock to his friends in
this city. The body will be brought to
'
New York for interment.
LOCAL FIREMEN LEAVE
TO ATTEND TOURNAMENT

Four members of the two Las.
W. A. Given?,.
Vegas
Victor Wolfe, Howard Simpkins apd
Earnest P. Mackel, left last evening:
for Carlsbad, where they go to attend the annual tournament of tii&:
New Mexico Firemen's
association,,
which will hold a thiee days' meet,
there tomorrow, Wednesday
and:
inursaay. me Las Vegas delegates
were joined at Lamy by thirteen members of the Santa Fe fire department,.
uittt uepanuieut seuuing a complete
team to compete for, the prizes in the
drill contests. An effort will be made
by the Las Vegas delegates to land
nex year's tournament for this city,,
although Santa Fe will also make a determined effort to land next year's;,
meeting.
,

POSTMASTER

FOR

HALF

CONTRACT

MILLION DOLLAR
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
(Special Dispatch)
N. M., Oct. 4. The

Santa Fe,

Man-ga-

s

Development company, a half
million dollar corporation, which will
operate mining properties In Grant
a stated period.
county, was incorporated here today
A second extension of time was by
Joseph E. Saint and others of
granted by the board for reasons
shown and the date for its limitation
was fixed at September 11.
The amount of forfeit money in event failure was made to comply with
the' terms of agreement entered into
with the grant board is $10,000 and
this 'sum will now revert to the general school fund.
Browne, is a Chicago land man, rep- resenting a big colonization company.
Cleveland, Oct 4. The way to hold
a Job Is to work just as hard when
the boss is away as when he is watching you, according to a statement
made by John D. Rockefeller in an address to his Bible class here yesterday. The way to secure a job he
said, was to acquire a reputation for
honesty, sobriety and industry. After
erely injuring Bishop Boggianl. with philosophizing his own experiences
and stones during , the recent in life and stating that Sunday was
h
demonstration there. This the
anniversary of his se; '
is the first . general
curing his first Job he said:
"A boy must not - necessarily' be
tion of the present pontificate.' .

GENERAL
STARTS ON BEAR HUNT"
Flagstaff, Ariz., Oct. 4. Postmaster- General Frank H. Hitchcock and Delegate Ralph Cameron, of Arizona, left
this morning for a bear hunt in Apache
and Navajo counties. In an address-lasnight, Hitchcock announced himself as strongly in favor of statehood
for Arizona. He will meet, the Taft
party at Yuma. ''
t

JOHN 0. ROCKEFELLER TELLS
BOYS HOW TO HOLD A

OF ITALIAN

J.
Lincoln, Neb., Oct.
Rome, Oct' 4.- - The pope, through
Bryan starts Wednesday for a trip the, tconsistorIai congregation, has
through the northwest He' will, speak nonnced both perpnal and general
against the
the Seattle exposition on Octobe 12.
of Adrla and its suburbs for sev- -

Minief Tlaxa Sunday, but" --were dispersed by Spanish artillery.- The natives report that the forces of the Riff
leader, Harka, are being constantly increased bjr tribes from the Interior.
'
'.
Execute Revolutionist
Paris, Oct. 4.- - A dispatch from'ftar-celon- a
this morning states that executions of revolutionists has been' resumed there, with the' shooting of
Ramon Clement! against the wall of
Mont Julch fortress. He was charged
with cursing the bodies of nuns and
setljng fire to a factory in which sevh
eral were asphyxiated.

FROM
HIGH
FOUND .HANGING
PEARY ARCTIC (JtUB
LIMB AFTER MOTOR , CAR
CONSIDERING
CRASH ' ,

TO FULFILL

s

OKLAHOMA

if
LlJULf

$10,000

tre-Maj-

FAILED

umm

EDITION.

FIVE O'CLOCK

4, 1909

VILLAGE

,

anti-cleric-

fifty-fourt-

JOB

smart to hold a position, but he
honest sober and diligent"

must-b- e

THIRSTY MINER3 TAKE
BOOZE FROM OFFICERS".

Sullivan, Ind, .Oct 4. A mob of
miners here yesterday overpowered1
several deputy sheriffs conveying a
wagon load of lianora secured In n
raid on a "blind 11261 and carried
off the wet goods. Today they at
tacked the house of Josenh Smith- who bad given evidence against tha
"blind tiger," This county Is dry.
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TWO

SANTA FE WILL

7

READING

NEW
ROOMS

OF
WITH EMPLOYES TO BE

CAMPAIGN

MATERIALLY

EXTENDED

en hasn't been started yet hut will be
within a few months, as the plans
have already been drawn. This town
is one of the most important on the
new cut-of- f
low grade line of the
Santo Fe.
- On
the coast lines three are planned for completion within a year, one
at Gallup, N M., another at Wlnslow-Arlz- .,
and another at Barstow, Cal.
All these are towns prominent In the
operation of the Santa Fe and where
train and shop employes are located.
d
These reading rooms are to be
of brick veneered with cement and pebble dash.' All will be
similar in plan, the location and surroundings of the different ones causing the only differences, which will
be merely in details, the general
plans being practically the same.
,
Commodious Buildings
These reading rooms ' along the
Santa Fe are ideal places for the entertainment of the Santa Fe employes." The general plan which is maintained in the four new buildings on
the Atchison proper, provide for a
basement and two additional stories.
The basement is commodiously equipped with tub and shower baths, and
lavatories. The main floors provide
office room for the secretary who is
in charge, as well as card rooms, billiard rooms, and reading rooms, x all
comfortably furnished. The top floors
are nearly all devoted to sleeping
rooms, the number varying from fifteen to twenty in the different build.
ings.
Each will have a wide and spacious
veranda. The Veranda at Vaughn is
partially enclosed. The one at Canadian will extend clear around the
building, and In the warm weather
will make a comfortable and cool
resting place for the wearied trainmen, Just in from a long run in the
summer winds and sun.
Tile roofing will cover the four
buildings, and in architectural structure each one will be a model of compactness and simplicity.
Why the Santa Fe Does It
Many readers will wonder why the
Santa Fe is willing to go to such ex
penditures just to make life more
pleasant and more convenient for the
employes. The reason is this: It is
merely a practical application of the
sociological problem of closing the
gap between the employer and em
ploye. These reading rooms bring
the employes closer together; unifies
and promotes the family idea among
the employes; encourages men to
work not to hear the "whistle blow
for meals, but to finish some parti
cular work; and makes every member of the Santa Fe amijly, an active
partner in the success of the corpo
ration.
History of Reading Booms
It this connection it might be in
teresting to note some facts concern
ing the history of the Santa Fe's reading rooms. The present system was
inaugurated in November, 1898. The
Rev. S. E. Busser of Emporia at that
time was taking a great Interest in
the work among the employes. Presi
dent E. P. Ripley wired Mr. Busser
to come to Chicago. The appointment of Mr. Busser as superintendent of the Santa Fe's reading rooms
came as a result, and the present elaborate system of reading rooms dates
com-structe-

FOUR

ON

MAIN

SYSTEM

Vaughn and Belen, on the , Cut-OfAnd Canadian and Waynoka, In
Oklahoma. Location
Company
Will Also Rebuild Three on The
Coast Lines History of Successful Innovation.
i
f,

,

"Give a man a bath, a book and an
entertainment .that appeals to his
, mind and hopes by music and knowledge, and you have enlarged, extended and adorned his life; and, as he
becomes more faithful to himself he
is more valuable .to the company."
The above is the motto of the Santa Fe reading rooms. And with this
in mind, the Santa Fe railway company is either building, or will build
within a year, seven new reading
rooms for the benefit of the employ-- ;
es of this system whioh now number
nearly 60,000. Each reading room will
cost the company in the neighborhood of $20,000, so that the total expenditure, just for broadening the
minds 'and. usefulness of Santa Fe employes, will amount to nearly $150,-00-

0.

;

Four of these new reading rooms
will be on the part of the system
known as the Atchison proper, the
favored towns being Waynoka, Okla.,
Canadian, Texas; Vaughn, N. M., and
Belen, N. M. ,
Waynoka, while not a very well
known town, has assumed prominence
only within the past two years, or
since the Santa Fe made that point
of the old Panhandle line a freight
division. This has transferred
a
number of new employes to "this
point, and made the reading room
a necessity for the trainmen. This
building has reached a point of contraction, seventy-fiv- e
per cent
freight division point, and many trainmen who live at other places are forced to spend much time there. Here
the work is not as far along as at
Waynoka, but the foundation has
. been laid for several davs and the
work will be pushed to an early conclusion. Chas A. Fellows, well known
in Topeka, having been a former mayor, has the contract and is working
a good sized force of men on the job.
Two on

Cut-Of- f

The new reading room at Vaughn
is being built by the construction
firm of Nelson & McLeod of Chicago, which firm has just completed
a large Santa Fe hotel at that place.
Vaughn is a new town, which lies
west of Texico on the new Belen cutoff, and which has been made a division point. This work has been under way for several weeks.
The reading room planned for Bel

Remedies are Needed

Were we perfect, which we are not, medicines would
not often be needed. But since our system! have become weakened, impaired and broken down through
indiscretions which have gone on from the early ages,

through countless generations, remedies art needed to
aid Nature in correcting our inherited and otherwise
To reach the seat of stomach
acquired weaknesses.
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, there is
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov- nothing so good
at
wcuiu- ery, glyceric compound, cxiraeicu irom native satisfaction
to all users. For
inal roots sold for over forty years with great
Weak Stomach, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Pain in the Stomach after eating,
Heartburn, Bad Breath, Belching of food, Chronic Diarrhea and other Intestinal
auu wu hu
"
Derangements, toe uiscovery is a
ume-prvv-

The. genuine has on Its

outside wrapper the
Signature

secret nostrum as a substitute lor this
nown composition, not even though the urgent dealer may
medicine o
.
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
as
to
take
canoy.
bowels.
tiny granules, easy
Yon can't afford to accept

Sugar-coate-

Are YouThinktng
of Buying
a house; alow ahorse?
an automobile? a busl
nessr a musical instru
MENTt You will serve your own
interest by consulting

Optic Want Ads

that time.

RAILROAD

to and occupy several days. Condue- tor James Purcell Is with the car to
take orders and see to it that they
are faithfully obeyed.
Raymond Blest has returned to the
'
city from Topeka, acompanled by his
wife, former Miss Irene Matthews,
then an employe of The Optic bind- ery, and has been installed as night
clerk at the division foreman's of- j

DYSPEPSIA

AND

realized
that the interests in the company
were commensurate with the morals
of the employes.
At this time there were a few. loafing places which were colloquially
styled "reading rooms", but which
were poor substitutes. With these as
a starter, Mr. Busser went to work,
and in eleven years the reading room
system, and the Santa Fe stands today at the head of all the railroads' of
the country, in working for the Interests of the employe.
In eleven years the company has
spared no money, and Mr. Busser
has spared not his . pains. In fact,
Mr. Busser has worked overtime and
has bent every energy during this
period to develop the "reading room
system along the Santa Fe.
Extent of the System
Whether he has been successful or
not can be best shown by results. Today there are reading rooms, many of
them with all the appointments of a
club house, at Chicago, Chillicothe,
111., Marcellne, Mo., Argentine, Kan.,
Topeka, Kan., Shawnee, Ok., Purcell,
Ok., Dodge City, Kan., La Junta, Col.,
Raton, N. M., San Marcial, N. M., and
Albuquerque, N. M., on the Atchison
proper. Then there are a number on
the coast lines, at Seligman, Ariz., the
big reading room at Needles, which
cost $60,000, the finest on the Santa
Fe system, and which makes Needles
a real oasis in the California desert.
There is one at Gallup, N. M., another at Barstow, Cal., in addition to
the one just recently destroyed by
fire' at WInslow, Ariz., all of the'three
of which will be rebuilt At Somer-.ville- ,
Texas, on the gulf lines is 'another reading room, the only one on
max uivmiuu ui me oanxa xe.
from

4, 1909

STOMACH DISTRESS

THE RAILROAD WORLD

IN
BUILD

MONDAY, OCTOBER

GD

Mr. Ripley

NOTES

Fireman Mohrman has left town
on a short visit to Raton.
Fireman E. E. Berry arrived in the
rity yesterday from Santo Fe.
Engineer Jack Lowe actually laid
off a trip, but is again jerking a throt
tle for a livelihood.
Geo. W. Tripp is up from a bed of
illness, but he is not yet 'strong
enough for road duty.
Engineer R. W. Robertson Is being
passed up by the call boys, on account of indisposition.
Josh Hayward, who is a member of
a local bridge gang, was down town
from Wagon Mound yesterday.
Fireman E. T. Fortune is once more
on the pay roll, after a short respite
from unremitting toil at the fire box.
W. T. Matchappe, a traveling agent
for the Santa Fe system, 'went
through here for El Paso last eve
""
ning.
Patrolman John Cain of the police
force at Trinidad, has been notified
of his appointment as special officer
for the Santa Fe railway.
Engineer W. E. McGrath returned
to Las Vegas last evening pn No. 7
from a trip to Chicago, to which city
he was called on board matters.
Brakeman C. M. Robinson, of a lo
cal freight crew, Is at home nursing
a bad cold, his place on the road be
ing filled by Brakeman F. C. Selsor. .
Frank Duerr, foreman of the Santa
Fe car department at Lamy, has returned there from a trip to Chicago,
going south through this city Saturday.
v
Fireman Ackerman, who had been
resting up two trips and pricing winter wearing apparel, has reported for
duty again, being assigned to engine
.

1203.

,

As there is often some one In your

to the local railroad hospital yesterday from San Marcial, suffering with
rheumatism.
Conductors A. I. Dow and C. A.
Schempp passed through this city last
evening, enroute from Raton to El
Paso, to which point they have been
called on company business.
C. A. Clements, who was sent to
Atlanta, Ga as a Raton delegate to
the Carmen's convention, has return
ed with the report of a good meeting
and having had an excellent time.
Section Foreman J. A. Rutledge
and his gang of willing workers are
now employed with ' picks, shovels
and crowbars on ' the hot springs
branch in the vicinity of Bridge
'

street.

.

i

W. A. Goram, a traveling freight
and passenger agent for the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific railroad
company, reached Springer on No., 7
last evening from his headquarters In
Raton.
cars for the
Twenty double-decshipment of the Pearl sheep to Colorado arrived here yesterday and there
is something doing in the matter of
sheep loading at the local stock
yards today.
The Mexican government is facing
a new labor question since it has ac
quired the railroads of the country,
The employes have petitioned Presi
dent Diaz and congress to establish
hospitals and homes for disabled employes and also to Inaugurate a pen
k

j

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhea Remedy

'
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ESTABLISHED

Modern Store

1362

of

Floor Space

Knit

Garments
are

very comfortable

these

cool

mornings and Sweaters are much in
demand.
s

These popular garments - have
never been neater, more attractive
than this season.
We carry a large line including all
desirable colors and color combinations, ranging in length from
'
from $3.00 to $10.00.
We also have a nice line of Misses Sweaters;

es

!,....

to

42

inches.

Prices
,

KNIT SKIRTS

Tomas Gomez, a section hand on

the Rio Grande division, was brought

Quickly Cured.

family who suffers an attack of Indigestion or some form of stomach
trouble, why don't you keep some
Dlapepsin in the house handy?
j.
This harmless blessing will digest Wee.
anything you can eat without the. Dr. Stubbs, a consulting physician
slightest discomfort, and overcome a for the Santa Fe Railway company,
sour, gassy stomach five minutes af- - passed through this city last evening,
enroute for El Paso, Texas, accom- - Can always be depended upon.
ter.
Tell your pharmacist to let you read panled by Dr.- - F. V. Whitcomb, an as- During the summer months children
the formula plainly printed on these sistont to Dr. Finney, the company's
are subject to bowel disorders and should,
cases of Pape's Dlapepsin, resident physician and surgeon at La receive
the most careful attention. As
tnen you will readily see why it Junta.
soon as any unnatural looseness of the
bowels
is
noticed Chamberlain's Colic,
The Chicago city council now has
makes indigestion, sour stomach,
and Diarrhea Remedy should
heartburn and other distress go in a measure before it, that If passed, Cholera Costs
but 25 cents a bottle, and
five minutes and relieves at once will force all railroads within eight ft
economy to always keep a bottle
.
as
do
not know when it may
such miseries
belching of gas, miles of the city hall to electrify. Presi-- handy. You
eructations of sour, undigested food, dent J. T. Harahan of the Illinois
a bottle today.
Wan
y
nausea, headaches, dizziness, consti- - Central brands the plan as an impos-and
other
would
stomach
cost
It
not
disorders.
from
far
sibility.
patlon
Some folks have tried so long to '$150,000,000.
,1a concerned, has presented Itself In
form of a gasoline electric car.
e
find relief from Indigestion and dys- - Railroad officials have been
stomach formed that the proposed unir A car of this type, known as tho
pepsia or an
with the common e very-da- y
cures ad-- j form classification is about to become Strang, car, is now on its way over
vertised that they have about made a reality. For about a year the Joint-- tne Michigan Central tracks from Chi-utheir minds that they have
in charge of the matter, caS t0 , Buffalo. It was expected
thins else wrong, or believe theirs la 'has been trvinar to framA a rJaaaififn. that a test of this car would be made
a case of nervousness, gastritis, ca- tion that will be uniform in rules, rat on the Illinois Central. President
tarrh of the stomach or cancer.
ings and minimum weights. Agita- Harahan asked for such a test ant
car was Drought to Chicago for
This, no doubt, is a serious mis- tion for such a scheme has been e
that
purpose. At the last moment a
Tour
real trouble Is, what you termlttent for two decades.
take.
eat does not digest; instead, it ferFrank F. Zummnfrlr. wtin la nnonrt. change in plans was necessitated, the
ments and sours, turns to acid, gas tag a few days in Las Vegas and viol car havlng been called ea8t Arran
and stomach poison, which putrefy inity, looking after his mining inter- - mentS
I7
"f4
of the Illinois Central
in the digestive tract and intestines ests and attending to personal busl- and, besides, poison the breath with ness matters, is now in charge of a t0 have an expert &ccom7 the car
uu me
nauseous odors.
juurney ueiwecu vui
and Buffalo.
A hearty appetite, with thorough vice force on the St.
Louis, Rocky cago
digestion, and without the slightest Mountain & Pacific railroad, with
"Billy" Brownhill, one of the oldest
discomfort or misery of the stomach, headquarters in Raton. He was for--', engineers in the country who has
waiting for yon as Boon as you de- merly a member of a Santa Fe gang' Deen pulling trains out of Leaven-o- f
cide to try Pape's Dlapepsin.
worth, Kansas, almost since the town
workers in wood.
was founded, is seventy-si- x
years of
"Ellon," the private car of Supersion system. President Diaz favors intendent E. B. Fisher of the Mis- age. Despite his having reached this
the plan if it does not cost too much souri, Oklahoma and Gulf, caught fire great age, Mr. Brownhill is hale and
money, but there is opposition in con- in transit forty-tw- o
miles west of active and still handles the throttle
with all the vigor of a youngster and
gress.
Muskogee, Oklahoma, and in two
Bert Travis has resigned his posi- hours was burned to a mass of wreck- the precision of an expert. Hia eyeuntion as a bell hop at the Castaneda age. Mr. Fisher, with his porter, sight is perfect and his hearing
r
thirty-fouFor
years he
hotel here and will go to his father's were on the car at the time. Unable impaired.
out of
Island
a
train
Rock
has
pulled
ranch out from Wagon Mound for a to secure water, Mr. Fisher ordered
and there la
Leavenworth
every
day
car
fura
he
which
some
the
will
removed
after
local
Join
while,
detached,
be1 at
.
niture and personal effects and allow- no reason why he shouldn't still
surveying party.
If
from
bow
ten
the
throttle
years
ed
to
the
car
was
burn. The fire
Division Superintendent J. M. Kurn
him.
to
kind
to
be
continues
nature
and M. R. Williams, superintendent of caused by the explosion of a gasoline
W. W. Brownhill has been railroad
bridges and buildings on the New stove in the kitchenette, The loss
for 58 years and has never had
ing
was
$10,000.
Mexico division, left Albuquerque in
n r
Ana oriAinanr in nil i ri hi. i.i iiict
A possible solution of the Illinois,
the former's private car this morn'and
considered to be one of the
is
-,
so
ing on a bridge inspection trip which Central electrification problem,
will extend from that city to La Jun- - far as suburban passenger business j
(Continued on Page 3.)

Close fitting, warm and comfortable, knit 6kirts are the most desirable undergarments.
They come in a large variety of staple colors, and white, in several diferent weights and at
prices which make them especially desirable.

Children's Dresses

Can now be had for less than you can make. Ready made dresses have a style and finish which can never
be attained in the home-mad- e
garment. Then you save all the trouble and worry of making. Children's
ready-to-wegarments of today are made with as great care, in both fit and workmanship, as are the ladies'
garments. They fit well, are neat and dressy and above all, wear well. Then, why make them?
We carry a large and complete line of these garments, in all sizes from 8 to 14 years.
They come in a large variety of materials, such as Percale, Gingham, Chambray, Galatea, Poplin and
Fancy Worsteds and almost any style you may wish from the perfectly plain little dress at 65o to the elaborately trimmed garment at $7.50.

Ladies'
Tailored Suits
A

Ladies

Separate Skirts

Suit of good quality Broadcloth,

skirt in new side pleated panel effect
coat trimmed in buttons and
braid, satin lined, comes in black and
h

colors,;.....

$17.50

A nobby Suit of

striped Suiting

Tricot Suiting or Broadcloth having a
coat trimmed
plaited skirt and
with buttons and braid, some with
Silk or Satin collars, satin
lined,
$22.50
A stylish Suit in Fancy Suiting, Serge
or Broadcloth, skirts with side plaited
coats, either semi or
panels,
tight fitting, trimmed with buttons
and braid, with velvet or silk
125.00
collars,
A very pretty Suit made from Fancy
Suiting or Broadcloth, side pleated
skirts, 46 inch coat either semi or tight
fitting, velvet collar, satin lined, $27.50
42-in-

.

h

A neatly made

Skirt

of good

quality

of Panama, trimmed with buttons, has
fold arround bottom, in black, brown
and navy, ...
33.50
A very dressy Skirt made from
Panama or Sicilian, trimmed with
Taffeta bands and jet buttons and
pleated in panel effects, in black,
brown and navy,
$0 50
A pretty Skirt made from Panama
or Serge in a new plaited model, trimmed with jet bnttons others,
plain,'
eleven gored, trimmed with bnttons t6
match; black and colors,
$7.60

A very popular Skirt, made from
Panama, Sicilian or Chevron Suiting,
plaited models trimmed with buttons
and bias bands,
$10.50
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THREE

without the slightest delay, and, with
also affects the titles of some of the
out much doubt, entirely in the west. TAXABLE WEALTH
officials. The new system does away
"During our recent trip of investigawith ,the titles of master mechanic.
tion," said he, "we met western bank
resident engineer and traveling engi
GET 18,000,000
OF
NEW
MEXICO
ers and capitalists who assured us
and all of these will in the funeer,
that not a dollar of the loans ' would
ture be known as assistant superinFOR IRRIGATION have to be placed In any eastern
NEAR
tendents.: The present assistant sucommunity. I feel certain that the
perintendent will be known in the fufinanciers of the west, and even, farm
ture as senior assistant superintendDIRECTOR NEWELL OF RECLAMA- ers who are located under or near the TRAVELING
AUDITOR
SAFFORD ent. All mail will be in future handsystems, will
present reclamation
led by the senior assistant superinTION SERVICE DI3CUSSES
COMPLETES PROPERTY
come forward with all the money
tendent, and ' no mail pertaining to
BOND ISSUE
CLASSIFICATION
needed."
the business of the line will be ad
Director Newell was reticent aoout
dressed with the name of the differcertain, features of the RAILROADS -discussing
ent officials, but shall be handled by
PLAN
OF
TAFT IN FAVOR
LEAD
IN
THE
reclamation work which have been
the assistant superintendent Trains
held to be illegal by officials of the
and cars under the new orders will
administration.
ConWill
Ask
present
President
Forthcoming
be bandied by the chief dispatchers,
is Second In the List
City
Property
Thinks New Laws May Come
gress to Authorize Financing of
Exemptions Total $260,527.23 Leav and all train orders will be signed
"It
may be that a great many of the
the dispatcher on duty.
With
Partially Completed Projects
ing $59,494,555.42 for Taxatio- n- by
practices which, we, supported by due
Ek Moore and - Fred M. BowPaul,
Im
Great
Will
Lend
All Haste
Prove Ever Increasing ers, both Colorado & Southern brake-megovernment authority In the past, have
Figures
held to be just and proper, may need
Growth of territory.
petus To Immigration.
who were arrested a year ago
a trifle more bolstering by laws," said
last September In1 Raton charged
Mr. Newell, "but on that point I am
Santa Fe, N.- M., Oct. 4. Traveling with beating two brothers, J. F. Dor-se- y
Washington, Oct 4. An expenditure assured
by the friends of the reclama
and L. S. Dorsey, were acquitted
of $18,000,000 annually In completing tion service that congress will be urg- Auditor Charles V. Safford has just
at Raton after the jury had
Friday
finished
assess
In
the compilation of the
the arid land reclamation projects
ed to act I feel sanguine that the
been out three hours. At the time
ment
Mexico
returns
of
the
for
New,
the west and in installing additional members of the house and eenate are
Moore and Bowers were arrested it
statute that we year 1909. The classification of prop was
.projects in states and territories which ready so to amend the
reported that they had beaten two
to
shows
taxation
the
erty
subject
can proceed to the rapid' completion
small boys who were stealing a ride
have not yet received their quota, is
ever
and
advancement
Increasing
of the projects without any doubts as
on a C. &. S. freight train which was
under contemplation by the adminis- to the
of our practices. Mem- growth of the territory and the report
legality
recent
in
a
President Taft
for that reason is intensely interest running over the Rocky Mountain &
tration.
bers of the senate irrigation committo
at
gave
ing.
impetus
Spokane
Complete abstracts have not been Pacific railroad to Raton. The trou
.speech
tee have studied the conditions in the
the plan of effecting a $10,000,000 loan west, and I know that most of them received as yet from the counties of ble occurred nine miles from Raton
Taos and Quay, which may somewhat when the Dorsey brothers, who were
to be expended In completion of the are of the
opinion that the settlers
the classification, but will not Santa Fe secret service men in com
change
projects now under way.
should be allowed in many instances
reclathe
of
pany with four tramps, were caught
H.
affect
F.
the totals.
Newell,
Director
to contribute labor and materials as an
la alleged, breaking a seal on a car
it
The
1909
assessment
for
total
is
mation service, who has just returned offset for the amounts
they will be reof
a C. & 8. train.
fact
the
disclosed
has
The whole gang
$63,755,082.67. The exemptions amount
to Washington,
quired to reimburse the government to
$4,260,527.25, leaving for taxation were beaten with clubs by Moore and
that members of the eenate irrigation for the lands they are taking.
Bowers and compelled to get off the
committee, whom he had accompanDirector Newell intimated that it $59,494,555.42.
train and walk into Raton. Moore
ied on an inspection tour among the was his
$ 6,166,965.94
purpose to continue steadfast Agricultural lands
government irrigation systems,' have ly his work of building the reclamation Agricultural improvem'ts 2,706,277.00 has lived in Trinidad all his life, and
Bowers has made that place his home
expressed hope that congress not only projects, and said that the hints that
for the past ten years.
will see the benefit of giving the sec- he was
Total
8,873,242.94
..;.$
possibly to be asked to leave
to
retary of the interior, authority
the service would have no effect n Grazing lands
.$ 6,797,640.30
make this bond issue, but will author- his course until it was certain that Grazing improvements . .' ,1,065,340.25 Well Known Hotel Keener Usea anH
Kecommends Chamberlain's Colic,
until
ize a loan of this size annually
his resignation was desired.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
the great reclamation scheme Is workRumor Says Neweli's Job is O. K.
"I take pleasure In savine that.
Total
7,862,980.55
....$
ed out to completion.,
have kept Chamberlain's Colic. unol
"I have spent twenty-on- e
years in Timber lands
346,184.75 era and
Diarrhoea
in my fam
. "We can count on practically $8,000,-00- the government service, and have
Timber improvements
860.00 ny medicine chest Remedy
for about fifteen
annually from the 6ale of public made the project of reclaiming the
years, and have always had satisfaclands," said Director Newell in nil arid lands of the west my life work,"
Total
$
347,044.75 tory results from its use. I have ad
'.,
interview. "This amount, added to the said Mr. Newell. "I am
ministered to a great many traveling
willing to Coal lands
372,265.00 men who were
..$
sum of $10,000,000 which congress may step down and out if
suffering from troubles
my
superiors
Coal
.....
322,600.00 for which it is recommended, and
improvements
possibly grant us authority to raise, consider that some one else can better
have never failed to relieve them,'
will make up a fund which will send undertake the
work,' but until such de.$ 694,865.00 says J. C. Jenkins, of Glasgow, Ky.
the various reclamation projects rapid- cision is arrived at you will find me Total
This remedy is for sale by all dealers,
Mineral Lands and Im-ly forward to completion.
the plana that have
steadily
pushing
930,109.00
provements
Bond Issue Idea Still in Embryo
It's some satisfaction to the widow
been mapped out."
4,261,617.50 to realize that she looks well In black.
City property lots . .
"Of course, the idea of issuing the
There are authentic reports here City
6,471,285.50
property Imps. .
bonds, which shall be secured by the that Director Newell has won
many of
It's A Top Notch Doc
reclamation projects themselves and his critics
.over to his side and that
Total .
Great deeds compel regard. The
$10,732,903.00
the Irrigable land under them, is as
Secretary Ballinger himself, since his" Electric light plans
$
165,478.00 world crowns Its doers. That's why
yet In embryo, but President Taft cor- inspection of the reclamation
the American people have crowned
projects
Water
222,694.00 Dr.
no
plants
is
dially has taken it up, and there
King's New Discovery,, the king
in the northwest has reached the con- Toll
..."
6,950.00 of throat and
bridges
doubt that he will present it formally clusion
lung remedies. Every
admirable
that
work
has been Telegraph-telephon- e
lines
222,238.20 atom is a health force. It kills germs.
to congress in his forthcoming mes- done
upon i them and that Director Ditches for irrigation ...
27,915,00 and colds and la grippe vanish.- It
sage. Several senators of theA Irriga- Newell
cough-racke- d
is
the
membranes and
most
valuable
possibly
Water
reservoirs
30,900.00 fceala
tion committee strongly favor it, and man the
inflamed bron
coughing
stops.
Sore,
can have in Mines,
government
185,039.00 chial tubes and
improvement ....
there appears to be every chance of
lungs are cured and
of the service.
charge
39,10.00
measMines,
product
the eenate at least adopting the
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More,
Black Jack, N. C, writes "It cured me
Railroads,
ure.
Standard
This
For
Dessert.
Try
.
14,124,247.73 of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
"The idea carries with it not only
Gauge...
Trial
by all doctors." 60c, $1.00.
the first loan, but the regular annual Dissolve0 one package of any flavor- Railroads Narrow
bottle free. Guaranteed by all drug
JELL-ed
one
in
of
,. 687,437.00 gists.
pint
Gauge
boiling
authorization of an amount to be rais.'.
31,211.00
ed by the secretary of the interior un- water. When partly congealed, beat Flouring mills
89,295.00
No, Alonzo, the date of a woman's
til such time as the irrigation projects until light, adding one cup" whipped Saw mills
1,652,737.50 birth has nothing to do with he-- age.
are supporting themselves and the gov- cream, and six crushed maccaroons. Horses
262,138.00
ernment la receiving back the funds wnip an together thoroughly and Mules'
Fall' colds are quickly cured by Fo4,488,202.00
When Cattle
expended on them through the sale of pour it Into a mold or bowl.
ley's
Honey and Tar, the great throat
will
it
cool,
and
2,582,910.50
Sheep
lands
settlers."
be
to
jellify
served
may
v irrigated
and lung remedy. The genuine con
234,785.00
Director Newell does not altogether with whipped cream or any good pud Goats ,
tains no harmful drugs. O. G. Schae- Swine
39,716.00 fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
favor the idea of calling the big an- ding sauce.
The JELL-O- , costs 10c per package, Burros
9,642.00
nual loan that may be effected a "bond
A wife craves romance; a husband
in
and
can be obtained at any good gro Vehicles, all kinds ....
reason
the
the
422,342.50
for
that
issue,"
83,749.00 comfort
Sewing machines
minds of several it may conflict with cer's.
I
Saddles and harness . . .
136,714.50
the indebtedness which the government is undertaking in the construc2,761,277.00
It is one of the easiest things in the Merchandise
54,209.00
tion of the Panama canal and the bond world to convince a coward that dis Capital in manufacturing.
Farming Implements ...
Issues which subsequently may be sug- cretion is the better part of valor.
174,644.00
saloon
and
Fixtures,
gested to congress for the construcoffice
218,807.00
tion of deep waterways and other unThe
of Success
137,415.00
lies in a keen, clear brain, backed hv Money'
dertakings of similar nature.
Warrants
indomitable will and reslsc'ess energy. Bonds,
and
Loans Will Hasten the Work
"The plan is for the government oucn power comes irom the splendid Coupons
247,923.00
'
neaun coat Dr. King's New Life Pills Watches and Clocks
31,507.00
merely to apply good business princi- impart.
They vitalize every
Books, law and medical,
50,716.00
ples and by effecting proper loans ana Duna up Drain and body. organ
J. A.
14,223.00
hasten the day when the reclamation Harmon, Lizemore, W. Va.. writes' Jewelry
1,733.00
projects shall be completed and all "They are the best pills I ever used." Gold and silver plate ....
Musical Instruments ....
the funds expended upon them return- 2Rc at all druggists.
118,781.00
Household goods
ed to the United States." Mr. Newell
847,032.50 Cured
by Lydia E. Pink-ham-'s
Occasionally a man enjoys making Shares of stock in banks 1,241,431.00
continued. "As a matter of fact, If the
Vegetable Compound
11,283.00
plan Is adopted bonds will be issued a social call because he knows he will Hay and grain
Wool
Baltimore, Md.
and probably will draw Interest at the never have to repeat it
1,515.00
"For four years
my life was a misery to me. I suffered
Lumber and coal . .
rate of 4 per cent, but they will be
79,814.00
rrom
irregular!,
For Chapped Skin
Tools, blacksmith. car- sw;1
retired rapidly, and I hope the peo
ties, terrible drag,
skin
whether
on
the
Chapped
etc.
hands
not
will
'
them
confused with
68,759.00
penter,
get
ple
sensations,
ging
extreme nervous,
Honey bees
the long term indentures which the
7,863.00
ness, and that all
government ordinarily puts out'.'
2,498,973.00
80 unequaled for sore nipples, burns Other property
gone feeling in my
Asuea wnecner mere wouia De any land caids. For sale by all dealers.
stomach.
I had
Total
assessed valuation. $63,755,082.67
given up hope of
uiwuunj iu villaining ue proposed
ever being well
4,260,527.25
loans, Mr. Newell said that in his
The devil keeps his telephone open Total exemptions
when I began to
f.Jjfl
opinion the money could be raised i all the time for village gossip.
' '
take Lydia E.Pinfc.
ham's Vegetable
Subject to taxation ....'.$59,494,555.42
Compound. Then
I felt as though
new life had been
RAILROAD NOTES
given me, and I am recommending it
to an my menas." Mrs. W. H. H ord,
1938 Lansdowne St, Baltimore, Md.
The most successful remedy in this
(Continued from Page 2)
country for the cure of all forms of
and
of
is
pore
skin
the
gland
Every
employed in the necessary work of most careful
drivers on the female complaints is Lydia E. Pink.
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it, and regulat- Rock Island engine
nam's vegetaoie compound, it has
system. His 76th birth- stood
ing the temperature of our bodies. This is done by an evaporation through
the test of years and y
is
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the blood day was recently appropriately cele- more widely and successfully
used than
becomes infected with humors and acids a certain percentage of these brated. It Is doubtful if there is in any other female remedy. It has cured
Impurities also pass off with the natural evaporation, and their sour, fierv the whole
thousands of women who have been
country an engineer with troubled with
nature irritates and inflames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causine
displacements. Inflambetter
record that Mr. Brownhlll mation, ulceration,
fibroid tumors, ir.
pimples, boils, pustules or some itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection
8. 8. S. cures skin troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and considering time of service and
regularities, periodic pains, backache,
removing the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
that bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency,
circu- lation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its
and nervous prostration,
indigestion,
El
Paso
A.
division
of
the G.H.&S.
after all other means bad failed.
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. Then the skin
instead of being irritated and diseased by the exuding acrid matter Is has installed in their offices the Hine If you are suffering from anyof these
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blo'od system. The system, which in the ailments, don't give up hope until yon
8. 8. 8., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all foreign matter and
Pinkham's Vegemain consists of a certain way of fil- have given Lydiaa E.
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum and all other diseasessurely
table Compound trial.
and
all
the
affections of the skin.
It removes pimples, blackheads, and other un- ing
correspondence of the difIf you would like special advice
sightly blemishes from the skin and assists in restoring a good complexion ferent departments of the entire sys write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn,
Book on Bkin Diseases and any medical advice desired free to all who writ' tem, and which is
for it. She has firutdea
being successfully Mass.,
thousands to health, free of
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA- - installed on all of the Harrlman
..
lines, charge.

ARID WEST HAY

NEW: MEXICO'S

Largest Wllol csale House

$60,000,000

INCORPORATED 1006

CHARLES I LF lib
C0MY

WHOLESALE
Distributing Agents o!
Jno. Deere

IMPLEMENTS
.

Deering
Champion

MACHINERY
Mollne

'

Studebaker

WAGONS

Elwood

STOCK PENCE
Genuine Glidden

BARB WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M.

Mer-olrxi&rciita-

t

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

GROSS, KELLY ant! CO.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
andDealeraln-

WOOL, HIDES

and PELTS

House at
M.L,

Tuoumoari,
Trinidad, Oolorado

BAIN WAGONS, the Dost Farm
Wagon made
RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
1,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
(.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
aoo lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each
delivery, 30c per 100 lbsi

5?1

thIfeoT
50

Ib8" ta5hflde"very, 40c per 100 lbs.
delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice
and lasting qualities of which have made Las
Veraa
famous. Office:
th-au-

SI

Browne & laiizanarcs

"SUSSASTi

J'""

Seeds antt Seeder
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines;
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

P,
EUll

Agricultural mplemehts

LINE

REMOVES
BLOOD liUTlOIlS

OF

MEXICAN

AKCIE

SOAP

era Jbar
CJothing But

to-da-

i

Co.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

OF MISERY

"'"!

nty

701 Douglas avenue.

FOURYEARS

i

-

CaatLam Vogaa, N.M., Albuquerque, H.
N. M., Peooa. N. M., Logan, N.M.,

Bed-Roc- k

ed

o

Mall Orders Promptly Pilled.

AFTER

acid-heat-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Wholeealere of
General

0

IIJ

VEHICLES

American

,

I

McCormlo

Pa&ot'G

Draught
O,

cn Tap

FOUR

LAS
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bis old home, where death relieved
CHANGE IN PASTOR
deceased was
liked
his
well
residence here.
during
ESTABLISHES 1879. .
OF METHODIST CHURCH
His many friends wlU learn of big de
rr.
mise with deep regret and sympathize
PUBLISHED BY r, y
h
The Optic Publishing Company with his family in their bereavement . At the' annual conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church, which
UBOOBPOBATKO
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds reached closed 'its' sessions yesterday at' El
M. M. PADGETT.
....EDITOR home early yesterday morning from Paso, .Texas, ministerial assignments
a visit to a son, J. W. Raynolds, and for the ensuing conference year were
family, in Santa Fe, where Mr Ray made by Bishop W. A. Quayle, who
nolds Is superintendent of the' terri- presided over the conference in his
'
official capacity. ,
torial penitenflary.
The conference was of more than
Entered at the PostoKlce at Eaat
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
Harry W. Kelly reached home Sa ordinary Interest to Las Vegans Inasmatter.
turday night from an extended busi- much as Rev. H. Van Valkenburgh for
ness trip east He reports a marked the past three years pastor of the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
improvement in the financial centers Methodist church In thla .cits, .was
and a most hopeful outlook for the
Dally.
here Is to be filled by Rev. E. C.
Per Year by Carrier....
$7.60 country generally.
Per Month by Carrier
Anderson, who comes from Santa Fe,
.65
Per Week by Carrier
.20
Owing to the Inclemency of the where he has been in charge of the
weather yesterday, the automobile Methodist church in the Capital city.
Weekly
The local' Methodist , congregation
excursion to the experimental sugar
One year
;
$2.00
indefinite- will regret to lose Rev." Van Valken
was
beet
Six Months
farm,,
postponed
loo
ly. Several merchants, nevertheless, burgh, but as he makes the change for
went out in buggies and report twen- health reasons, believing a lower altiLOCAL NEWS
ty acres of as fine a growth and char- tude will be more beneficial for himacter of sugar beets as can be found self and family, the local parishioners
Ventura Rivera was arraigned bt at
will wish him success In his ' new
any Colorado points.
lore Justice ot the Peace D. R. Murfield. It is needless to say that Rev.
ray this morning on the charge of There will be a special
will be accorded a' sincere
Anderson
of
meeting
drunkenness and sentenced to serve
the board of trustees of the town of and cordial welcome upon his arrival
eight days on the streets.
Las Vegas this evening, and it is de- to assume charge of the Methodist
pended upon that there will be a full church here. Like Rev. Van Valken
Little Dorothy arid Louise Goelltz attendance of members'. It is the in- burgh, he is an able minister, and
gave a party at the Goelltz home on tention of the mayor to leave town Santa Fe's loss 'will be Las Vegas'
Hot Springs boulevard last Saturday, soon for an indefinite period and it is gain.
a number of their little friends en- his desire that municipal matters
Other assignments in this vicinity
joying a good part of the day as their across the river be brought up to date follow:
guests.
Raton, Rev. Charles W. Dickey;
before his departure.
Santa Rosa, Rev. J. L. Freeman; Clay,
A driver of a laundry wagon today
The Las Vegas Browns defeated ton, Rev. A. M. Harkness; Folsom and
was using the whip on the horse at the Swastikas yesterday afternoon by Johnson Mesa, Rev. J. Crumley;
tached to the vehicle, in ignorance of a score of 16 to 8. The batteries for Springer, Rev. H. C. Grlnnell; Tucum-cari- ,
Rev. Guy McBride; Santa Fe,
the fact that the weight used to hold the former club were A. Montano and
the animal when a stop was made, was David Sandoval; for the latter, M. Rev. C. F. Lucas, and Rev. J.
Albudragging on the ground, where it had Baca and O. A. Larrazolo, jr. The C. Rollins Is transferred from
Colo.
to
Ford,
querque
Rocky
now
the
claim
from
Browns
the wagon.
championship
dropped
Rev. Samuel Blair Is returned as
ot Las Vegas baseball league, having
for New Mexico, and
superintendent
Fred
won ten games and lost four.
The other bidders for the erection
F. Alvarado of the Browns B. c. Montgomery is also, made conferand
Logan
of the new dormitory by the board of
ence evangelist with headquarters at
trustees of the Normal university here, were the stars of yesterday's game.
Albuquerque.
besides Smith & Malr, who were
The funeral of the late Stephen A.
ewardqd the contract for ? 12,268, were
took place from the family Earl Moye has returned from Rowe,
Treague
J. K. Martin, ?12,531-anM. M. Sundt,
midRe- out from which town he made
residence yesterday afternoon.
$12,928. Pretty close figuring, this.
ride
Los
to
Colonlas
an
with
were
conducted
night
services
by
ligious
Rev. Normal Skinner. The choir ren- Important message concerning the deFriends In this city have been ad- dered two favorite selections of the livery of sheep for Ceclllo Rosenwald,
vised of the death at LaBelle, Mo., deceased, and there were many floral whom he overtook at the latter town.
on September 27th, of Wayne Smith offerings. Interment was made in
A. M. Hammond, representing a CinMattingly, who with his family, was Odd Fellows', cemetery. Following
a former well known resident of this named acted as pall bearers: B. F. cinnati concern, with headquarters in
city, residing on Sixth street Mr. McGurre, C. V. Hedgcock, John Mar- this city, left here this afternoon on
Mattingly went from here to Arizona, shall, H. H. Closson, John, H. York his Initial commercial trip to lower
and failing to improve, returned to and A. J. Wertz.
country parts. '
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his sufferings. The
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Jvist In by Express

the

am

A new lot of Women's and Misses' Tailored Suits .and
e
Dresses. A very fine lot. You ought to see them
before buying elsewhere.

one-piec-

'

t

..
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St'touis widi

fr

Oct4.

St,; Louis,

v

Wool firm. Terri-

torial western" mediums. 2328;,.&de
mediums,

2224;

1319.

fine,

f

1--

1--

.

Money and Stock Market
New York, Oct 4. Prime paper 4
2
5 call money strong 4l-2-;
Mex
ican dollars 43; Amalgamated iS
Atchison cl2l "3-- i N. Y. Cent 138;
Union Pacific 207
Sou.Pac. 131
'Steel 93
steel pref. 130

Underwear

-

Buy your Winter's supply in this brand if you want
satisfactory Underwear. An honest reputation is gained
only by having real Merit.
'

3--

7--

7--

7--

to

Chicago Provisions Market
Chicago, Oct 4. Wheat Dec. 99 8
May 102 14; corn Oct 69;
oats Oct 33 2
Deo 6701-8- ;
Dec. 39l-8- r pork Oct. 2325 Jan. 1852
1--

lard Oct 1232
ribs Oct 1160; Janu.
1--

Nov.

1--

962

1180;

1--

Chicago Live Stock
Chicago, Oct. 4. Cattle, 28,000;
steady. Beeves, $40 8.30; Texas
western .steers,
steers, $3.855.10;
$4.007.00; etockers and feeders, f3.1b
5.25; cows and heifers, $2.10C.OO;
$7.009.00.
calves,
'
Hogs, 24,000; slow and steady. Lignt,

S7.508.25; mixed, ?7.608.40; heavy,
$7.508.40; rough, $7.607.75; good
choice heavy, ?7.758.05; pigs, $6.30
7.30; bulk sales, $7.908.25.
Sheep, 35,000; steady. Native, 12.65
5.00; western, J2.755.00; yearlings.
$4.505.50 ;lambs, native, ?4.257 30;
western, $4.507.35.'
Kansas City Live Stock
City, Oct. 4. Cattle, 20,000,
including 2,000 southerns; steady to
strong. Native steers, $4.508.25;
southern steers, $3.254.60; southern
cows, $2.75 3.80; native cows and
heifers, $2.255.50; tockers and feeders, $3.005.50; bulls, $2.503.75;v
calves, $3.507.50; western steers,
$3.656.75; western cows, $2.504.25.
Hogs 10,000; steady. Bulk sales,
$7.7D8.05; heavy, $8.008.15; packers and butchers, $7.908.15; light,

Kansas

;

$7.508.00;
Sheep,

pigs,
15,000;

$5.507.25.
steady.

We have been looking for you for some time. The finest and most exclusive
Stock of Men's Clothes ever shown, IS READY FOR YOU. Popular
styles and prices will stay popular.
Better see what $15.00 will do it's a price at which we make a special
of unusual value. All wool pure Worsteds latest Suit
feature
'
115.00
, patterns,
HERE you'll find a jreat stock of Men's Gloves, the bigest stock in
Vegas, for every day and special oooassion. We offer to you a special
Glove, tan cape for $1.50, you cant duplicate no place less than $2.00
Arabian Mochas in gray, brown and wine, silk lined or without, (1.75
-

Suede Gloves silk lined or without, $1.25 "
Cape Gloves, silk lined 12.00. Come in and see the big display.
You may want something good at not over $198; we have it.
Cassimere Pants in sizes for all comers, $1.98.
Pure Worsted Pants, $6.00.
Roelofs Hats, the best stiff hat in town, from
Willson Bros. Shirts, $1.25 to $1.75.

Muttons,

J. A. Taichert,
615 Lincoln Ave.

,

While Mr. Bacharach was East he bought a lot of salesmen's samples in Children's and Misses' Hats and Caps;
fancy and plain these are very desirable goods. We place
them on sale at whole sale prices.

N.M.

'

Men's Underwear
"Superior" Union Suits, best made garments we have
ever handled; they fat and wear well.
Ecru Union Suits, ribbed cuffs and
ankles, all sizes, at $1.25.

i

All wool, heavy ribbed, natural,
splendid value, $2.50.
All wool

and

"Staley" Underwear for
Men.

'.

Two-piec-

No. 144 All wool natural flat, ankles and cuffs ribbed.
Shirts are long, ample; Drawers cut to fit
,
Price, $1.50 garment.
No. 76 A natural wool ribbed garment, at $1.50
garment
No. 65 A fine Australian wool natural, soft, or smooth a
very fine garment As rule this garment brings
$3.00. Our price, $2.50.
Wool and Silk very fine blue and white, a beautiful garment; warm but not heavy, usual price $3.00
Our price, $2.00.
.

,

!

Cooper ribbed Egyptian cotton, spring needle; elastic
heavy winter garment, reinforced, $1.25 garment.

A superior weight wool garment, flat, splendid
article, $1.00 garment.

.

Sweater Coats, gray and
red, gray and blue 75c, $1.00, 1.50,
.

'

A medium weight wool, worsted, a nice soft

;

K-.i--

j

.

'

,

iU

.

'.:;

;

'

lien's Sweater Goats

e

v.-

.

Lamb wool fleeced Underwear, good and
"

;

if.,-- '

All kinds at 75c, $1.00. 1.25, 2.50, 3.00. J
Fine Combination Coats, $3.50, 4.00. Auto Coats, $5.00.
Sweater Vests, $3.50, red and brown.
.,

.

e
Underwear, made in South
Bend, Ind. We have tried all kinds of
Underwear find from experience that
the "Staley" line is the best of all wool
Underwear at the price:
i

Boys'

.

weight ' Union

We carry these garments in stout
sizes for corpulent men.

i

and 2.00..

a

v

Women's Sweater Vests, black and
white, $2.75.

-

medium

Suit, $3.00.

years, at 65c and

same with pockets, $1.00,

Children's Undewear
Garments, a complete line of Australian wool,
steam shrunk, natural color all sizes,, at 45cv'65c, " 75c and
i
90c per garment.

14

and Children's Sweater
rCoats, re4 and gray, blue and gray,

.4.

.

Misses' and Children's
Headwear

Misses'

.

ExpresB Co., E. Las Vegas, N. M.

o

..(.

2.00, 2.50, 3.50, 4.00 and $5.00

i'fa

Wells-Farg-

We satisfy out of town trade by mail.

Col. R. E. Twitchell came In from

Sweater Coats, newest
styles, different color combinations,

Women's White Merino Union Suits, good heavy weight,
to 9, $2.50 Suit.
Women's Silk and Wool Union Suits, at $2.50.
Women's
Garments in 'white and cream, cotton
flleeced, complete line of sizes.
Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c, 75c, per garment.
Women's light weight, all wool garments in cream
extra good value, $1.00 per garment.
Women's medium weight Merino," creatri, all sizes, $1.25
.
and $1.50 per garment. '
Women's silk and wool Garments, extra good quality at
$2.00 and $2.50 per garment.

next to

the east this afternoon.

Women's

5

to 5.00.

i

ewes, $3.255.00.

For The Whole Family.

'$2f

$3.50.

Wool

Neckwear, 25c, 50c, 75o and $1 00.
The latest and most exclusive line of Vestings in town, $1.75 to $f.00.
We only sell good shoes, because they're cheap. And cheap only because they're good and Goodyear welts, $3.50 to $5.00 -- a new pair or your
money back.

$4.005.00; lambs, $5.506.80; range
weathers yearlings, $4.005.25; range

Sweater Coats
..

'.

v

!

.

Douglas Ave. A. T. A S. P.' Watoh Inspector

Don't You Think It's About
Time to Look Up the Question of Your New Fall and
Winter Clothes?

v

Women's fleeced Union Suits in white or cream, extra
fine quality, sizes 4 to 9. Prices, $1 .25 and $1.50 Suit.
'
Women's all wool light weight Union Suit, cream, very
suitable for early Fall wear, all sizes, $1.75 Suit.

606

7--

Children's and Misses' all wool Union Suits in cream only, $1 50
1.65 Suit.
,

We describe some of the popular numbers:
Women's Union Suits in white cotton fleeced, good heavy
weight, all sizes, from 4 to 9 at 75c Suit.

Jeweler and Optician.

TAUPERT,

Expert Watch Repairing.

Children's Union Suits

Well

J.

1--

Cotton fleeced in gray or cream; sizes 4 to
'
75c Suit.

For Children the Harvard Mills Brand offers the best
proportioned and most comfortable garments that can be
turned out.

iTwo-piec-

R.

-

4;

Boys Underweaur

.

''I Alarm Clocks

"

1--

Boys' wool ribbed, at 75c; Boys' cotton ribbed, at 35c and 50c;
Boys' Union Suits, at 75c; all wool $1.25.

The materials must be of the best. All these points of
excellence are found in this well known brand. No other
make equals it in the variety of shapes and fabrics for stout,
medium and slender forms.

.

They, are all guaranteed for one
year.
Remember our 10 per cent dis:
count for cash.

We bought a lot of Wright's Health Underwear a at low price. This
Underwear usually sells for $1.00 garment. We offer it at 65c a
garment, all sizes.

Must Fit Well
Wear Well
Wash Well
Look

We nave Clocks that cost you less,
but don't ring as long. Price, $L0O.

Store of Quality"

20c, 25f, 35c, 50c, and 65c.

us show you one.

.

Price, $1.75

Extra heavy fleeced garments in cream only; sizes 3 to 14 years, at
25c, 35c, 50c, 65c and 75c garment.
Gray cotton fleeced, strong and durable, washes well, all sizes,

For Women and Children

:

.

Children's Underwear

Harvard Mills

Underwear of Merit

Do you have trouble in the morn..
ing "getting nptV.s
We have a Clock that rings for
fifteen minutes "Inter. Mittently,?
You just simply have to "get up" or
Let
go crazy.

New York Metal Market s -New York, Oct 4. Lead quiet 430
437
copper easy, standard spot
1240 1265; silver 61

E. Las Vegas

Years of Accumulated Experience Add Their
Value to

-

gar- -

$1.25.
ment, .....
,

y '

i

'

-

strong, $1.00 garment.

d
A
heavy cotton in ecru, very strong and desirable, reinforced at vital points, 75c.
-

two-threa-

-

i

A blue ribbed garment,, good and
strong, heavy, 50c

7

,

A fleeced totton "garment soft,' strong and
well made, 50c each.

-
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Trustworthy

'

"
.

methods ' during the,
inanj f years of our
dealings nave proven
the wisdom of trading with lis. .While
working for a business we have ; teen
working for a reputation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we gua- -

DRUG

Unwind

to

is
t

COOL

NIGHTS

that it

is, how time

WE ARE SHOWING

BIG LINE

A

(

CO.

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS
f

E. G. Murphey ticketed himself to
.Pueblo yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. J. Poole Wright has gone to
Kansas City to spend the winter.
Amador
returned to
Montoya
prlnger from this city yesterday.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero has joined
y
his family at the
ranch,
W. Manchester of Ban Marclal N.
M., had a room at the Rawlins house
down-countr-

last night
M. Mcintosh and P. M. Gray were

4, 1909

FIVB

Sanl igueinationa IBank I

ready for iluter..

CAPITAL

ofliasVeras

PAID III

3100,000.00

Stoves, Heaters a
'
and

J.

M CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vies President.

&

.

'

from $1.50 upl

"BANK OF SAVINGS"

it is properly named, when a little squirrel with his keen

foresight has embedded in the earthy bank, his winter's sirpply
of nuts.
..
.
(

EMBED IN THIS BANK OF SAVINGS A3 OCCASION
ALLOWS YOUR SPARE DOLLARS.

rm

big size,
Silkolene COM-

50c

FORT, worth 13.50.
for the 85o Double Cotton,
Blankets.

65c

for the

$1.00

Heavy
Jtsiankets, all colors.

3

1

I

Las Vegas Savings Bank

9-- 4

'

Opposite Y.

OFFICE! WITH

,

Miguel Na.tiorva.1 Bank.

SaLiY

Only at

0

&
the Indian festivities at Taos, a trip
that none of them regret having

mm
M. C. A.

'

,

Interest will be paid on every deposit and time will tell the
story that you are well off.

R

LLJU

Cotton

10-- 4

"

"

Blankets 2nd Comforts
' in great array
hand-knotte-

00,000,00

T. HOSKlNd, Cashier.
B. JANUARY, Aatt Cashier.

D.

P.

,v

BE SURE to see our line before purchasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
Stoves bought from us.

$2.48 for an

SURPLUS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

,

Base-Birre- rs

a,

Telephone Main 3

.

THESE

-

rantee that.

WINTERS

ed in the metropolis yesterday from
Watrous. ,
Plain Dan Murray registers ' from
Denver at the Eldorado hotel.
Miles N. Norton Is In the city from
St. Louis in- the interests of the
Blackwell-Wleland- y
com
Stationery
pany.
Adolph ' Montoya and Jose Manuel
Montoya came to town from their
home at Pena Blanca yesterday af
-- l
l;
ternoon. v
y August Ehrlch and Herman Krenz
a carpenter and blacksmith respectively, are In town this afternoon from
Watrous.
H. K. Leonard, of Mineral Hill; M.
P. Cousin and Martin Sena of
three saw mill men, are in the
city today.
Attorneys Chas A. Spless, A. A.
Jones, A. T. Rogers, jr., left for Ra
ton yesterday in the interests of
clients at court.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Bacharach are
making preparations to leave next
Sunday for a European trip, to be ab
sent several months.
Vicente Mares came to town from
Wagon Mound yesterday afternoon
with a son, whom he placed in the
Brothers' school here.
Luciano Maes has brought his children of school age from their home
at Gonzales and placed them in the
Normal university here.
Don Roman Gallegos, chairman of
the board of county commissioners,
arrived in town yesterday afternoon
from his home in San Jose.
Mrs. A. B. Lewis, who has been the
guest of Mrs. Cora Hume Archibald
for the past several days, left today
for her home in Kansas City.
E. D. Raynolds, cashier of the First
National bank, is off for Mora on a
business trip, accompanied by Col. M.
M. Padgett, editor of The Optic.
J. D. Hand returned here yesterday
afternoon from a newspaper business
trip to Albuquerque; likewise Capt
Antonio Lucero, of La Voz del Pue-
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COLDER WEATHER

taken.
'
Mrs. Sarah D. Karr,
mother of
Clark Karr, a delivery clerk for Graaf
& Hayward, has gone to San Bernardino, Cal., to reside permanently and
A. H. Karr, lately with the Singer
Manufacturing company here, has
gone to Kansas City, accompanied by
his wife.
Jos. C. Sharp, lately of the repor-toristaff of The Optic, has return
ed to the city from a visit to the paternal roof in Columbia City, Ind., to
which place he went immediately after the big shoot at Camp Perry, O.,
he participating in the same as a
member of Co. H., and making an excellent score.

means'

from Catlettsburg.
Charles
Ky.;
at the Central 'hotel last night from
Delster
from
Kansas.
Dodge
City,
Pecos, N. M.
E. M. Stair, who left the city yes
Carson
and
George
family are
terday leisurely for a trip through
have fine
line
guests at the Castaneda hotel from
China and Japan, after having spent a
- - Comforts
Hew Orleans, La.
week here looking around, Is the proPantaleon Garcia Is in town from
prietor of a silk umbrella factory in
:AT RIGHT PRICES:
Ocate for medical treatment, accom
Richmond, Va., turning out only .first-clas- s
his
by
panied
family.
sunshade
goods, the cheapest
Prof R. R. Larkin came home this
made bringing 5 at retail. - v
afternoon from an extended business blo.
L. J. Meyer, who has several thou
Mrs. A. B. Stanton, who is now a sand dollars Invested in a farm out
trip to the southward.
Mrs. Juan B. Guerin nnl children representative of a life insurance from Levy station, is in the city pur
are at home here from a visit to re company, has returned to her home chasing suDDlies and renewing ac
ta Roy from a business visit to this qualntance wlth 0id.time friends.
latives in Albuquerque.
Douglas Ave.
Isldro Gutierrez, a sheepman, Is In city.
Charles B. Goal Is at the New Optic
W. K. Jones and G. M. Jones leave from El Paso; Arthur Kees and Everthe city from Ventanas today, patronDIES BY OWN HAND
town for Agua canyon tomorrow ett Smith from Caddao, Colo.; H.
izing local merchants.
while. He also saw to the disposition LOST, 8TRAYED OR STOLEN AT
S
Nicolas Belllno is a business visit- morning, in which vicinity 1,400 head
ONAVA
of his personal effects in conformity
from Sedalla Mo.; Louis
d
or to town today from his sawmill of sheep will be dipped for different Rosenbach from Albuquerque; J. G.
One bay
exwith
of
wishes
deceased
the
the
(Continued from Page 1)
at Guadaluplta, Mora county. '
parties.
Fitzsimmons from Trinidad; J. W.
pressed in the notes he left.
On left hip
an
and sent to a medical institution at
Miss Laura Nelson,
accomplish Adams from Hermit's lodge. s
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a personal nature, having reference to three absent from town. This good ative, and I think it is the best remthat city, is visiting Albuquerque, In time to come.
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The condition of her brother had very accident it
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heaters.
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Third Assistant Postmaster General
A. L. Lawshe, who has been stopping
TO-DA- Y!
at Fort Bayard, Grant county, for the
last two months, Idft tost Monday for
Washington, D. C. Mr. Lawshe is eo
much In love with New Mexico's climate that It is not at all Improbable
that he will locate at Silver City with
his family in the not distant future
and become a full fledged citizen of
20 Cents Per line By Weak- - 50 Cents Per
'
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line
the future Sunshine state.
.There are 273 prisoners on the reg
ister now at the New Mexico penitenLine By Montii.
tiary at Santa Fe, and only one Is In
the hospital. An admirable feature of
the peniteniary under the new management, which places It ahead of all
other penal institutions of the United
States, is the banking system estabIllustrated Settlement lO Payment Life.
lished by Superintendent J. W. Rey
nolds and his chief clerk, W. A. Bayer,
by which the inmates may secure in
terest on their savings. The deposits
Is what every advertiser wants
at present amount to a little over $)Q0,
for his money. He gets It from
Robert Black, Hyman Abraham and
4-Jacob Reldlinger, the latter formerly
of Laa Vegas, ;were out on Turkey
B. H. ROBISON, President
Creek, Grant county, last week, on
Omaha, Nebraska, C. S.
:
a week's fishing and camping trip.
They report fishing good but game
,
scarce, iney say that xnomas tiyons
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
4 They are certain ' money getand hunting party passed through
4 ters. They bring quick and
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
there but a day or two before, with
4 satisfactory returns. Advertis'.' Omaha, Nebr.
e
thirty-fivdogs, and driving before
ers
so
the
4
say
checking Bheet
them three bear which were huge
proves it Try one today and
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
ones, judging from the size of their
be convinced.
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
tracks.
4-state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
There is a rancher near Silver City,
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
the surplus being: in excess of estimate given when policy was
Weeks of Biggest and Best Variety
who is mighty tired of having his farm
4- ,
:
written.
A
hunters.
few
over
days
by
tramped
.44444444444-4444of Reading Matter Ever Published
This has been a cheaper insurance1 to me than any
ago he set to work to compose a notice
ment I have.
on a couple of barrel staves, and nail
;
ed them to a tree where they conveyed
Joseph II. Engelka.
to the world the following startling in
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
The fashions for women will reEvery week an intelligent, satisWANTED
To rent a typewriter. Unformation: "Notis Trespasers will be
news summary.
ceive generous attention from
fying
derwood preferred; Address Optic.
2
extent
of
persecuted to the full
For Rates and Information Write
Good stories and sketches.
special writers who know.
monfsrul dogs which ain't never bin
New ideas and good on all sorts
Then
this Weekly Edition of The
WANTED
at once, reliable represenoverly eoaeubel to strangers and
of farming subjects.
tatives in this vicinity to look after
Denver Post will note prices
loaded
which
ain't
dnbbebarl
shot
gun
renewals and new subscriptions, part
How to cultivate irrigable land
current in many markets, have
dam if I ain't getting
or whole time, for the fastest growwith
New Mexico and Arizona
and the how and why of dry
to say en mining
something
on
helraisin
ing magazine in America. Liberal
of
prop
this
tired
my
,'
Pioneer Building
East
Las
N, Mi
forests in existour
farming.
Vegas,
subjects,
and
commissions.
Live men
salary
erty."
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
ence and yet to be, and a mass '
and women make ' 1 35 to f 150 a
One of the most important real
culture and a world of subjects
month. Appointments ,now being
of other ma tterjthathnakes this
In
consummated
made. Write immediately to Directtransactions
for rural communities.
CONTRACT
paper unique.
FOR
LIGHTING
or of Circulation, Hampton's MagaNEW
MEXICO
AFI'S
Socorro in recent years was that
.
REFORM
SCHOOL
LEI
66
West 35th street, New York
zine,
few days ago by which Abran Abeytia
City.
PROGRAM IS CHANGED
sold 1,370 acres of land to Dr. M. B,
Subscribe for It Now for Yourself,
N.
4.
Oct.
The
M.,
board
Springer,
MEN
of Flat River, Mo. The land
LEARN BARBER
TRADE
of trustees of the New Mexico reform Barber,
or for a Friend, or as many Friends
Short time
required; graduates
Santa Fe, N. M., Ocf 4. I. C. school last Wednesday awarded the lies principally north of Escondida
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler BarSocorro
the
was
and
a
pf
part
formerly
In
Santa contract for lighting the institution to
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy
Wheeler, of Washington was
ber college, Los Angeles.
Fe last Friday in advance of the ar- the National Arc Light company, ot grant. The purchaser expects to put
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy.
WANTED
Position as housekeeper. rival of the presidential party In the Chicago, who were the lowest bidders, a drilling outfit at work, very isoon
Widow with child. Address Mrs. J.
for Artesian water. ;'; Many
and
try
with
and
Governor
took
up
The lighting plant will be Installed at
territory
A. Shrewsbery, Ava, 111.
men experienced in that line have ex
v
Curry the New Mexlfio program, In once.
the chances
material
will
which several
The gratings for the doors, windows, pressed the opinion that of
changes
are
much
securing
infavor
very
other erlfis anjl halls, were received
jhave to be made at Albuquerque,
flow of water In the vicinity of
such
a
President Taft had contemplated Wedner
-d are being placed in
U. S.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Socorro, and there Is now reason to
making about B0 addresses on his the b
They were manufactur
g
for light housekeeping. 614 Twelfth tour, but to date he has already de ed
expect that the soundness of that opin
byT.Tdns & Barnet of Trinidad.
The
will soon be demonstrated.
Street.
livered 60, and the trip has proved Whe they are all placed the prison ion
was well In the thousands,
paid
price
A drop of ink on a woman's white
in earnest, hitting the big' fellow in
very strenuous. Owing to the great part of the institution will be first
FOR RENT Two or three light house- number of
R. L. Munson, formerly' of Silver the
and bringing him down. The skirt may make her think unspeakable
public receptions and de- class,
hip
keeping rooms. Apply 920 Gallinas monstrations he has attended, in
City, and now: a prominent business wound is but a flesh wound and the thoughts.
avenue.
man of Seattle, Wash., is evidently man will be up again In a few days.
'
structions have been given that he QUAIL SEASON NOW ON
in the big metropo Harris' arrest inone
at
address
make
AND
will
NIMRODS
any
ARE
Lordsburg was only
BUSY stirring up things
only
Nasal Catarrh quiokly yields to treat
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping
lia
of
the
northwest
judging from the after a hard flght, and all in all he ment by the agreeable,
aromatic Ely's
one place, and that he will hold no
rooms for ten dollars, 717 5th.
recent
is
a
from
taken
item
Cream Balm. It is received through the
seems to be a desperate man.
more public receptions.
The quail shooting season commenc- following
cleanses
nostrils and
and heals the Whole
FOR RENT Store room, No. 618
In consequence, the reception at ed on October 1, The turkey eeason sue of the, Seattle Star: "With the
M. A. Otero and J. W. surface over which it diffuses itself. ' Drug
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker. the Commercial club, at Albuquerque opens November first and closes De- filing of charges by R L. Munson.J
sell
size.
50a.
Test it and you
the
Raynolds, warden of the territorial gists
and the night parade and demonstra- cember 31st Under the new game manager of the Electric Construction penitentiary, arrived in Santa, Rosa are sure to continue the treatment till re.
lieved.
J.:
law a person Is allowed to kill only company of Seattle, against D. Ross, last Monday from the ranches of the
tion will have to be abandoned.
Announcement.
him
electrical
accusing
engineer,
two turkeys in one day. The deer city
The president will make a
To accommodate those who are partial
Salado Live Stock, company at Pas-tura
as
of
city
irregularities,
practicing
FOR SALE Finely furnished rooms ute stop at Gallup and at Las Cruces, season opens October 15, only one
After attending to some busi- to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal trou-ble- $,
employe, and with charges of graft In ness in the
for light housekeeping. No. 614
It Is believed that he will get to deer with horns being eligible lo connection
Guadalupe county seat in
the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
a lamp contract, pend
with
Twelfth street
connection with the company's affairs, liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
Albuquerque 45 minutes earlier than slaughter, and these must be dis
of
a
former
attache
the
Price including thi
scheduled time, about 5 o'clock, and patched with, a gun, not a club, as the ing against
they left the next day on their return liquid Cream Balm.
FOR SALE
Legal blaika ot all a will therefore will be able to make law reads "with
tube is 75 cents. Druggists or by
public works department, the demand to Santa Fe.
spraying
were
made
gun only."
Arrangements
for a general investigation of the afmail.. The liquid form embodies the med
Bcrlptlon. Notary seals and rvcorii an address at the Alvarado. He will
ranch for the sale of icinal properties
of the solid preparation.
involved has while at the
of
fairs
the
at the Optio office.
department
then retire for a few minutes rest
6,000 ewes, the sale being closed by
Slightly Colder With Snow
can
only be wire on
The bass drum covers a multitude of
When you see that kind of a weath become so strong that it
'
Tuesday. The price obtained
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op and dress for dinner.
Mr.
er forecast you know that rheumatism ignored over public protest.
mistakes
made by the rest of the
A
in
the
served
be
also
will
The
was $4.75 per head.
company
banquet
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
weather is at hand. Get ready for Munson last night submitted to the
,
out
small dining room of the Alvarado. it now
for
6,000 lambs, but band.
has
a
price
Dy getting a bottle of Ballard's city council a letter
he
declaring
take
The 6,000
Later the Montezuma ball will
Snow Liniment.
Finest thing made had in his possession evidence show- the deal is not closed.
How to Cure a Cold
are to be delivered at Vaughn.
place in the large dining room and for rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite,
sheep
Ross
Electrical
had
that
Be
Engineer
as
ing
careful as you can, you will
sore
ana
sun
and
muscles, all
The company has already purchased
the president may look on for a
joints
occasionally take cold, and when you
SHAMPOOING, electric scalp massag- while. He will retire to his car aches and pains. 25c, 50c and $1.00 disregarded the rules of his depart 10,000 owes to
ranches.
the
a medicine of known reliabiling or mechano therapeutic treat promptly at 10:30 o'clock. For 'this a bottle. Sold by Center Block De ment by accepting for' personal gain These sheep are the best to be ob do, get
ity, one that has an established repuments. Call on Mrs. Dr. Grlest,
pot Drug Co.
contracts
his
which
attention
required
reason and on account of the extained from the southern New Mexico tation and that is certain to effect a
Pnone Vegas 85, 1017 7th street.
while he should be giving the same to
quick cure. Such a medicine Is Chamranges.
pense, the cadets from the New Mex
A man never gees a woman's worst the city."
berlain's
Cough
Remedy. It has
to
will
not
ico Institute at Hoswell
go
side till she becomes bis better half
gained a world wide reputation by Its
William
a
Harris,
big
strapping
The
reads
Optic.
remarkable
cures
Albuquerque or El Paso.
of
Everybody
this most comnegro, made an ineffectual attempt to
mon ailment, and can always be deBoth Boys Saved
escape from the county jail at Silver
pended upon. It acts on nature's
I will offer for sale at public auction
The Best Plaster
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
was
on Wednesday, October 6, 1909, at 1:30
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectorA piece of flannel dampened with Norway, Mich, writes: "Three bottles City last Saturday afternoon, but
ation, opens the secretions and aids
a bullet from Deputy Sheriff
p. m., the following described property Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on of
winged
by
and
Tar
Foley's
Honey
'absolutely
nature in restoring the system to a
to the highest bidder:
to cured my boy of a severe cough,
E. D. Nixson's
and his short
to
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the
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superior
and
2 young mares.
healthy condition. For sale by all
with
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s
When
a
ignoml-nouwho
any
to
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so
an
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freedom
with
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neighbor's boy,
brought
2 horses.
"I And Catcarets io food that I wonld not b dealers.
or a cold that the doctors gave him up,
or
side
in
the
back
lame
pains
close. Harris, who is serving a without them, i iu troubled a srout deal with
1 yearling colt
chest eive it a trial and you are cer was cured by taking Foley's Honey
torpid liver and headache. Now since taking
5 Jersey cows.
Change your opinions once in
with and Tar." Nothing else is as safe ninety day sentence in jail With a $30 ascaret C indy Cathartic 1 feel very lunch better
more
be
than
to
tain
pleased
3 heifer calves.
I shall certainly recommend them to ray friends while if you would improve them.
nromDt relief which it affords, and certain in results. O. G. Schaefer fine for trespassing and delfiying trains as
the
the best medicine I have over seen."
1 hog.
also relieves rheumatic and Red Cross Drug Co.
In Lordsburg, and who is badly wanted Anna Basinet, Oskorn Um Mo. 3. Fall Klrar, Umt.
5 dozen chickens (hens and spring This liniment
nains and is certain to please any
Money Comes In Bunches
In Arizona, was one of the trusties at
CMCKS.)
to A. A. Chlsholm, of Treadwell, N.
one suffering from that disease. Sold
1 buggy.
For
Best
as
Some fellows Jump at conclusions the Jail and Saturday afternoon
Y., now. His reason Is well worth
by all dealers.
2 sets of harness.
'
The Dowels
Deputy NIxson was escorting him and
till they can see their own flnlsn.
reading: "For a long time I suffered
1 breaking plow.
from Indigestion, torpid liver, constia crowd of other prisoners back to
1 Holsteln cow, 7;year-olIt la impossible for a fellow to know
(in calf
pation, nervousness, and general debNever Worry
the jail after doing some chores, Harfive montns.)
himself like a book without being par- about a
ility," he writes. "I couldn't sleep,
there's no need of ris broke and ran away. NIxson gave
1
cough
cow,
CATtmc
candy
fiaa no appetite, nor ambition, gr
ticularly well read.
worry if you will treat it at its first
a shot at the fugitive's
iresn.j
ljust
weaker every day in spite of all med1 organ and various articles
appearance with Ballard's Horehound chase, taking
of
now and then to' warn him
ical treatment Then used Electric
Cold Weather Advice
Syrup. It will stop the cough at once feet every
household furniture too numerous to
' Twelve bottles restored all
mention.
to all Is to beware of coughs and and put your lungs and throat back he was coming. However, the fleeing P!o.9fraf, Palatable, Potent. Taste 3ood. Do Good. Bitters. e
health and vigor. Now
my
Place of sale, two miles out on the colds on the chest; as neglected they into perfectly healthy condition. Sold man paid ho attention to the flying JJavorinSickoo. W j!:on or Gripe. 10c. 25c, Wc. Herat I
can attend to business every day.
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bulk. Tho sonnine tb,3t stamped CQ&
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Co.
Mora road at the Detterick ranch.
by
Depot
to
back.
lead
consumpeuro
or
was
It
Drug
your mouef
pneumonia,
readily
bullets, and
only when the dep- Quoranteod
InfallIt's a wonderful medicine.
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3terling Peroody Co., Chicago or N.Y. 3ot ible for stomach, liver,
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blood
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man
The
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is
dissatisfied
as
witn
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soon
the
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cough appears
him altogether that he shot pHUAL SALE. TEN KILUCN BOXES and nerves. 50c at all druggists.
losing
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Vir treat It with Ballard's Horehound Sy- lot
can't always mortgage it
ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes rup, the standard cure ot America.
"I was so weak from kidney trouble Use as directed perfectly harmless.
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the
that I could hardly walk a hundred A cure and preventive for all diseasfeet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney es of the lungs. Price 25c 60c and air passages, stops the irritation in
Remedy cleared my complexion, cur- $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block the throat, soothes the Inflamed membranes, and the most obstinate cough
ed my backache and the irregularities Depot Drug Co.
disappears. Sore and inflamed luiigs
disappeared, and I can now attend to
are healed and strengthened, and the
business every day and recommend
The
want.
is
If there
anything you
cold is
from the .system. Rezl for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble,, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffer
can get It for you. If if. twine- fuse anyexpelled
but the genuine in the yelI L TTrvlTr'
ers, as It cured me after the doctors Optic
nnrifv the hlnrirl. restore lost vitality and vifiror. Refuse substitutes.
can
The
don't
low package. O. G. Schaefer and Red
want,
Optlo
thing yod
and other remedies had failed."
FOR SALE BY O. G.' SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY.
,
Cross Drug Co.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co sell it for yon.

In a hundred waysand, in ONE of Them at Least,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
preferred a smart divided skirt One
(Not Coal Land)
day a yearling In the bunch which she
Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
was driving, gave her a race through
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
the long armed spikes of the dead and L,and
INEVITABLE
WITH
2U, iU.
Her
fallen timber.
ekirt, piece by
Notice Is hereby riven that Jose B.
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
piece, all of them too small for re Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel counCHARMING GRACE spectable mop rags, began desertln ty, N. M., who, on February
made Homestead Entry No. 7423 for
her and finally the underwear threa m
z
SE 4 of Section 10 and E 2
'
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ened to leave. By the time sho nad NE
of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
FAIR
SEX
WHO
18. 19
FREQUENT. reached her husband, who met her t. Range 23 East N. M. P. Meridian.
MOUNTAIN8 MUST WEAR
a certain spot with another bunch cf nas niea notice or intention to make
final five year proof, to esablish claim
PHYSICIANS
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
cattle, she was In mortal terror Ieat
MEN'S PANTS
to the land above described, before
m.
com
Regular
friend, either male or female, should Konert Lu M.' Ross, TJ. S. court comDR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
see her and blushed furiously, every missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
the 16th day of November, 1909.
.
third Thursdays in
UNJUST SISTERS SHOCKED time a steer turned his head.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Please do not object to the ladies
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
Ascension Salazar. Julian' Salazar.
wearing the proper equipment when Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benlgno Ro
brothers
Main 1.
cordially
What has Heretofore Been Only a they must help the husbands and the mero, all or Gonzales,
N. M.
invited. Geo. H. Klnkel," W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or night
Jest as to Who Wears the Trou fathers hold onto the little bunch of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
H- - Sporleder, Secretary.
sers, Has Come to Be an Actual restless cattle and who knows, some
Register.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Fact at Mineral Hill and Its Vic time they might get rich. "Gee
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DENTI8T
inity.
what fun it will be to fold up
Knights Templar. Regular
(Not Coal Land)
the blue denim overalls and take
conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
of the Interior. U. S.
Department
(Special Correspondence.)
quiet little spin across the pond to Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Sept
phones at office and residence.
each month at Masonic
Mineral Hill, N. M., Oct. 4. When Europe. Of course those ladies could 20 1909.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.' John S. Clark,
Notice is hereby given that Ascen
some of the women of the timbered and would have the same charming
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
mountains in general, and Mineral grace dragging up to the proud king sion Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel
N. M., who, on March 12, 1903,
Hill in particular, find it absolutely and queen the dreadful yards and county,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYmade Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
DENTIST
necessary to wear their father's, hus- yards of jeweled train hitched on to W 2 SW 4 of Section 11 and N 2
.el Arch Masons. Regular
band's or brother's clothes, Is it any a court gown, just for the novelty of NW 4 of Section 14, Twp. 17 Nortli,
convocation flrat Monday In
23 East, N. M. P., Meridian,
Over
Shoe
Store
Hedgeock's
at
Masonic
each month
body's business but their own; es- saying to their royal highnesses "Como Range
has
filed
notice of Intention to make
79
Phone
Vegas
pecially, when it is done for the pro esta TJds." They could manage it and final - five year
Temple, 7:30 d. m. M. R.
to establish
of
limb
H.
tection
and
life,
the regal courtesy and the back step claim to the land above described, be
property?
Williams, H. P, Chas.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
Doubtless every one of them would ping just as successfully as they do fore KoDert Ij. M. Ross U. S. court
Bpor.oder, Secretary.
at Las Vegas, N. M., on
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) prefer dainty, silky, lingerie, witnia bucking bronco.. At any rate, give commissioner,
16th
of xsovember, 1909.
'
and yards of lace and soft hued the ladies a chance in their own good theClaimantdaynames
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
yards
as witnesses:
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
ribbon underneath fluffy, wutty sweet way.
Jose B. Medina, Benlgno Romero.
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone baby
Knights of Pythias
sunt waisties and smart sKirties. how-- i After all, the "duds" do not count; Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales,
meet every Monday
Main 57.
ever, they accent the coarse, horrid it's the good, sweet western spirit of an or uonzaies, N. M.
evening in Castle
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Ball, Visiting Knights
pants with a grace that Is charming, womanly duty and coarage, sanctioned
Register.
are cordially invited.
ATTORNEYS
of
because they, the feminine spokes
by the ve of home and family, tne
I. P. HAVENS,
WATCH1 THIS SPACE
cow
the
to
make
the.
help
character
wheel,
bhlnglng out more brilliant
The Lord gave few women intellect
Chancellor CommandGEORGE H. HUNKER
If
ranch go ahead in the right way.
er.
by noc being corroded by the Insane so that man could have a slight chance
C. M. 11ERNHAKD,
Attorney at Law
they were rich well, that is a differ desire to pose ess the bright, gay, against them.
"Extremes meet',' quoted the Wise
Keener of Record and Office: Veeder Block Las
Vegas New ent thing. It so happens, sometimes, smart, frilled "togs" of "swell" so
Seal.
Guy. "Yes, especially when you InMexico.
that a small bunch of cow stuff Is all ciety.
.'
What a man hates is not being troduce a man with a wooden leg to
stands between them and starvathat
The friends of John Nelson, jr., will wrong in an argument, but having to a fellow, who la a blockhead," added
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
tion and when the sons failed to ar be glad to know that he has about re admit it. '
GEORGE E. MORRISON
the Simple Mug.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
rive, or were daughters at the time of covered from an operation for appen
and third Wednesday of each month
'
arrival, then It behooves the wives dicitis and Ss now regaining
his
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
' at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
and daughters to learn the art of strength in the mountains near Min
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
punching cows.
eral Hill.
Secretary. Visiting members Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas.
Wear divided skirts? It's been trlea
Walt Nayler has leen laid up a few
cordially invited.
through the timber and over the mounwith pleurisy.
days
arms
the
nd
tains, f
invariably
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
Roland
Lynch says his cattle, which
some mighty pine, or a measly, scrub-bmeets second and fourth Thursday
are
in Burro canyon, pre
ranging
off
the
snatched
LAS VEGAS
SANTA KOSA
grasping oak,
evenings of each month at the I. O.
fat
hog
or
with
without
the
either
ekirt,
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
Some of the ranchers have raised Merchants desiring space to display their wares should write or phone
rider. In the latter case, the ekirt
AUTO LINE
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
fine
In
disfluttered
crops of vegetables, which proves
the
H.;0 Brown Trading Company on Bridge Street.
breezy
always
gaily
Adelene
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Santtance like "The Girl I Left Behind that it takes more than dry weather
front.'
Prices, $2.50 per
Smith, Secretary.
mail, express and passenger line 4 Me," and the unfortunate rider was to spoil the .crops around these moun- Is now in operation.
The auto 4 thankful that she what was left of tains. Everything did well excepting
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
between 4 her came out of It with her bare life wheat
round
makes
the
each
trip
fourth Tuesday evenings
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three 4 still hanging on,' which might have
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
times a week, Mondays, Wed- - 4 been mistaken for death hanging to
brothers are cordially invited. W.
A woman's look of agony at a wed
4 a nick monkey.
D.
W. 4- nesdays and Fridays.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
ding Is almost as convincing as her
IS SOME CLASS TO THIS
The auto leaves Murphey's drag
One lady objected bitterly to wear- expression of joy at a lecture on forCondon, secretary.
'
store at 7 a. m., visits both postShe! eign missions.
ing disgraceful men's dothes.
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
offices and leaves Winters' drug 4
second and fourth 4 store on the West side for Santa 4
A
flies.
Airship One
Tickets can be purchased
Thursday evenings of each month. 4 Rosa.
are
sisters
and
All visiting brothers
Game of Pushball, on horseback.
at either Murphey's or Winters' 4
4
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
drug stores.
Mrs. Ida
Chaff in, worthy matron;
The round trip fare Is $11; one 4
High Class
Running Races.
secretary.
alSeelinger,
way $6. Each passenger la
4
The
Reiss
Carnival Co.
lowed to carry not to exceed 25
Famous Hypnotist Coming
He had a class of twelve doing great
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
pounds of baggage. Express pack- 4
The next attraction at the Duncan stunts last night McEwen's brief
Two Troops
U. S. Cavalry.
4, meets every Monday evening at
are also handled and can be
talks on hynotlsm are Intensely Inages
McEwen
house
be
will
the
opera
All
visit
their hall on Sixth street
left at either of the drug stores 4 company, embracing artists of nation teresting. There i3 no denying that
Base Ball
tag brethren cordially invited to atmentioned.
he
is
a
demonstrator
4
comes
to
renown
al
of
the
when
it
great
hyp
E.
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.;
Race.
notism and sleight of hand perform- mysterious powers of hynotlsm and
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
ances. It will be here for three days mesmerism.
'
Race.
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
Relay
You can always count upon your October 18, 19 and 20th. Prof. Mc"Miss McEwen who signs nightly
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
J
friends as long as you have the price. Ewen, the head of the company, is a has one of the sweetest voices and
most
whole show In himself and is a past
charming stage appearances
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
More Than Enough is Too Much
Conventions.
master In the art of hypnotism and seen here In many a day.
102, meets every Friday night at
To maintain health, a mature man
Is
a
most
"It
creditable
and
clever
these
mysmesmerism,
Schmidt
demonstrating
building,
'
in
the
their hall
or woman needs Just enough food to
Montezuma Ball.
west of Fountain Square, at eight repair the waste and supply energy terious powers with a skill that com performance, McEwen offers. He has
The 2:12 Pace "Bull Durham" Stake $1000 given by
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- and body heat. The 'habitual con- pletely baffles his audience. The not failed to immensely please every
of more food than Is neces- Grand Junction (Colo.) Sentinel gives audience here. McEwen has all of the
sumption
N.
presCook,
Jas.
Blackwell's Durham Tobacco Co.
welcome.
dially
sary for these purposes is the prime the following account of the McEwen entertainers of this class who have
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
cause of stomach troubles, rheumatYOU WILL MISS IT, IF YOU MISS IT.
appeared here bested by a wide
ism and disorders of the kidneys. If company's engagement there:
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- troubled with indigestion, revise your
"An exceedingly pleasant and atCIL NO. 804, meets second and aiei, let reason and not appetite con- tractive man to meet is this fellow
New Mexico
trol
and take a few doses of ChamberA Moving Picture Show
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Piorecord
has
smashed
the
who
McEwen,
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
inneer building. Visiting members and you will soon
be all right again. of the year in Grand Junction for a The Duncan opera house Is to
FLesources
motion picture maare cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, For sale by all dealers.
successful week's theatrical engage- stall an
enchine
G. K.: E. P. Mackel, F. S.
and
week
Its
this
between
ment, and the regular theatrical sea.11-1He who fights and runs away may son has not
fall and winter will
6
opened, either. We did gagements this
THIRD
AND
draw a pension some fine day.
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST
shows.
The
films
best
give
nightly
not
think
much
do
would
McEwen
W. G. TIGHT,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Tuesday evenings each month, at
business In Grand Junction for sev- to be obtained will be shown and a
high-clas- s
Fraternal Brotherhood Hail. VisitHamlet
vocalist
from
Denver
will
eral reasons, the main one being that
President:
Secretary.
melancholy, probably caused by
be engaged to sing the illustrated
ing brothers are cordially invited. had
an inactive liver. A bad liver makes the people have been steered up
C.
E.
John Thornhill, president;
A
Is
assured
good patronage
one cross and irritable, causes mem-ta- l against several 'fake hypnotists' and songs.
Ward, secretary.
and physical depression and may barnstorming 'handcuff kings'
here when Manager Duncan starts the
show.
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL js aCknowle7g7d to b T the pei?ert Ut" during the past year or so, though
Brotherhood ha'.I every second and er regulator. If you're blue and out it was no fault of the local theatrical
Next Big Attraction ,
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth of sorts, get a bottle today. A posi- - managers. But McEwen 'caught on'
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized
Duncan has booked one
Manager
- tlve cur
for
bilious
constiwelat
was
start.
headache,
the
It
right
evident;
brothers
run
always
Visiting
the
California State Board of Education.
by
son's
for October
the
m!0 to the wiewam
1
David Patlon- - chnls and fever and all liver that he was-- , no 'faker', and as a
has more university graduates on Its faculty than any
"It
Sold by Center Block
s
complaints.
theater-goerLas
when
Vegas
suit he has packed the Majestic every 26th,
Flint, Bachem; Walte H. Davia, Depot Drug Co
In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal
Misto
see
enabled
be
will
"Mile.
of
night this week with as representachief of records and collector of
Boston.
Education,
with
comlo
the
Corrinne,
chief,"
opera
One
attendtive
as
to
audiences
will
find
Is
to
refrain
way
you
help people
wampum.
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course
befrom giving them advice.
ing any entertainment in the city. favorite, who has been seen here
Advanced
Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Muelo, Art
fore, starring. This will be one of
B. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54li,
People who are never een at a
Domestic
Training,
8clence, Stenography and Typewriting.
Wedattractions
of
season.
finest
the
the
first
B.
Meets
I. O. B.
every
theatrical performance are goFrightful Fate Averted
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
a
carries
caste
The
and
In
would
"I
the
have
company
a
month
been
of
the
big
for
veatr?
out
to
cripple
see
nesday
McEwen.
ing
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
own scenery and Is now enjoyroom of Temple Monteflore, Doug- life, from a terrible cut on my knee
"Standing room was almost at a ail Its
Kelli-hewrites
Frank
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
cap,"
Disberry,
run
in
an
the
east
unprecedented
ing
las avenue and Ninth street. Visit
Minn., "without Bucklen's Arnica premium last night and yet it was
For Further Information Address
make
wlll
several
In
It
invited.
the
stops
tag brothers are cordially
At
i
Salve, which soon cured me." Infall- the fourth night's engagement
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi ible for wounds, cuts and bruises, it least 100 extra seats were added to southwest while on Its way tothe
soon cures burns, scalds, old sores, the
, B, S.
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
Majestlc's regular seating capa- Pacific coast
boils, skin eruptions. World's best for
500.
of
city
N. M.
piles. 25c at all druggists.
"McEwen is all right He Is clever, A Reliable Remedy
If a man's credit la good it is be- clean, novel, has something old to' ofFOR
fer in a new and striking way, and
cause he seldom uses it.
many new things to offer in a star
If people with symptoms of kidney tling manner. He hands out as live-Cream Balm
and mystifying a program as any Ely's
sell
FurniX . i 7
absorbed.
it
quickly
I
one
cares t0 see- - Hls handcuffs,
.114
Relief at One.
Gives
Kidtaking Foley's
Rugs,
Automobile,
ney Remedy. This
great remedy ahackels, packing box, etc., feats are It cleanses, soothes,
VI lili
;
old
Horse, Buggy, or
stopB the pain and the irregularities, inexplainable. He baffles everybody, heals and protects
s
strengthens and builds up these or- - Hla hypnotic work is excellent He the diseased mem. Catarrh
value
brane resulting from
and drives
gans and there Is ' no danger of doe8nt
a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
enrf a bunch of 'Professional awaySenses
Bright's disease or other serious dls- of Taste and Smell. Pull size
order. Do not disregard the earl subjects' along with him. He asked the
60 cts. at
or by mail. Liquid
symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red for volunteers from the audience and Cream BakuDruggists
for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Cross Drug Co.
;
has many new subjects every night Ely Brothers, 66 Warren Street, New York.
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Corned beef and sauer kraut
Pete Roth's.

at

The first rehearsal for the Hillsite
benefit performance will take place
at the Y. M. C. A., at 8 o'clock this
evening sharp.

The Ladies' Guild will meet Tuesday
Word has been received by Fred No- afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. Clifford S. lette that his wife who has Just been
'
Losey, Seventh street.
operated on for appendicitis at Port
land, Ore., is resting as well as might
Open air concerts In the park on the be expected under such conditions.
plaza have become a thing of the Mrs. Nolette had been in Portland for
..
the past several weeks enjoying the
past for this season.
fair, when she was suddenly stricken
Received new shipment of goods, with the disease and removed to St.
latest styles in fall and winter milli- Vincent's hospital in that city.
nery. 509 6th! street.

CRYSTAL THEATER

from

WHITE
SQUADRON

Best Screened Eaton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON

Pbone Main SI

Foot Main ht

BEST MEATS in Towd.

COFFEE
and when

Best

of Goods

Try a can and be convinced.

Put Up

Prompt Services

in two and five pounds cans.

Cxn be had ONLY by
patronizing

Grocer.

T5he
llAS

VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

Veal

Kansas City and tlattve Dcef
Home Dressed Spring Chickens and liens ,.
All Kinds of Sausages

Ik

T

'

iNew Gfbp

Home Grown Carnations

75 c
;

Grocers, Catchers and Dskcra

Per Dozen

Las
Greenhouses
Vegas
PERRY
Phone Main 276
ONION, Prop.

fig

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO,,
DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street

Crab Apples

Phone Main 85

love my Preserves.
But Oh! you sweet Pickled Peaches.

1

50 lb. box $1.35

COLORADO

Prune limns

CLINC

25 lbs. for $1.00

PEACHES

JOHN A. PAPEN

FOR SWEET

PICKLES

AT

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"
P. S. This wil be your last chance.

For Sale
unfurnished.

Careful Handling

SB-

PHONE MAIN 107

SIXTH STKEET

Houses for rent furnished and

Ironing

properly
prepared is
a wholesome
tonic.

83

Jake Graaf,

Some very desirable City property improved and unimproved.

:

S3
S3

'

Washing

IS A GOOD

). H. STEARHS
Spring Lamb
Fancy Native Mutton

Co's.

S3

'

Phone 144 and 145

Sanitary

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.

On Domestic Coal.

I

See our new line of Bath Robes for Ladies

Film Service Unsurpassed

trading

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

MONEY SAVED

Pillow Ruffling and Cords

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

All Aboard for Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday morn-ng- f
returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown

,

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier.

5e

MOTION PICTURES

,

OF LA8 VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

2P

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office,
Pioneer
E. D. Burks.
Building.

Every evening commencing 7:30.
Peter McLaughlin, an engine wiper Matinees every day, 2:30 except
at the local roundhouse, was taken to Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents.

The First National Bank

Fancy Pillow Tops
Fancy Table Centers

The board of county commissioners
Beginning October 6th I will teach
has been in session today transacting ladies to do their own dressmaking
routine business only.
and tailoring, as taught by the Keist- er's Ladies' Tailoring College of St.
Everything at cost before moving. Louis. For particulars call at 925
Cellers, 617 Lincoln ave., Wtlsen block. Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.

Order your cream
Turner.

r
WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

AND A FULL LINE OF

Yankee screened egg coal, $4.75 per
Try Yankee coal. The best on the
ton. Coors Lbr. Co.
market. After trying It you will use
no other. Coors Lbr. Co.
The F. U. A. will give Its regular
News comes from Tucson, Arizona,
monthly dance October 6. Admission
of the birth of a daughter to Mr. and
15c; dancing free.
Mrs. Ollie C. Parker, who both 'forGet the best at Nolette's barber merly resided in this city and had
their nuptial knot tied here.
shop
4

k

lis important, ynot only for the present, but
years to come.
flThe right Bank connection will be a material
help.to your every day business.
IThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or-

Wanted Orders . for hard
coal.
Yankee coal, Cerrillos coal and wood.
Coors Lbr. Co.

also for the

E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.

S3::

Geneveva Baca, daughter of Juan
M. Baca, was buried at Pena Blanca
Dance tomorrow night, Cain's aca yesterday, at the early age of nine
demy. Free admission.
years.

The Spooner-Walloccompany went
over the mountains to Santa Fe yester
'
day to fill an engagement

OF A GOOD BANK

the railroad hospital here yesterday
jvjth ?a' badly crushed foot, caused by
an engine tire falling on it

I

!,:?

.

resident hunting license.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Tie

SjJ

our special 'order department can get it.

J. H. Clary has taken out a

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

.

8

if

L
WEATHER REPORT
1909.
September '3,
Temperature Maximum, 78; minimum, 38; range, 40.,
Humidity 6 a. m., 40; 12 m., 29; 6
...p. m., 65; mean, 45.
Forecast Partly cloudy with probably ehowers in. northern portions tonight or Tuesday.

tide Flour

I

1--

Handkercheifs
Corset Covers
'
Fancy Towels
'
Table Centers
;
Doylies
''',

g

If there is anything we have not on hand and it is

Use Our

ganization.

LINE OF

Stamped Linens

go

Bridge

LOCAL NEWS

i

1

Ilfeld
Ludwig Wm
Street

T

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

:.

A NEW

,

matter how rough the road
'
'
'the "Prisco" ton'i jar out.
'c;1
No matte hDw strong the windHri
& 3' tie
the "Prisco" won't blow out.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

AT

:,,.:

.

3

Per Pound

L

SELIi

No

,

Phone

4, 1909

"The Lantern that Don't Sneeze"

Pel sian ilJates
If

MONDAY, OCTOBER

Real Estate Co.

609 Douglas Ave.

to-yo-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the. Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
Straight
, over the

;

CHAS. H. SPORLEDEH,
'

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ,
in the wood. Direct from distillery
u.
At the Lobby, of course.

Guggenheim

rye served

bar at the Antlers.

The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.
'

Pabst's draught beer on tap
E. Las Vegas, N. M. at
Opera bar.

The Boston Clotbing nouse
Men's and Boys' clothing, furnishing
goods, hats, caps and shoes.
Our Fall and Winter stock is now complete and
we are in a position to offer the best values in town.
We carrry the best makes in all lines, such as Hart
Schaffner and Marx Clothing; John B. Stetson and
Hawes Hats.
Johnston & Murphys, Preston B. Knith and Selz
Shoes.
j
As to Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear, Hosiery etc.,
we buy from the leading Factories and Mills in the
country. And as we buy in large ; quantities it
enables us to sell at prices that cannot be met b?

'ib'"

competition.
It will be to your interest to inspect our line before

buying".

'

,

El. GREEfiBEIMH,

Prop.

onlr

